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2 I School of Law
The formal mission of the School of Law has been for many years the following:
“The Case Western Reserve Universiry School of Law seeks to achieve and be recognized for 
excellence in preparing leaders in the practice of law, public and community service, and 
commerce; providing enlightenment to the profession and the global legal community; and 
fostering an accessible, fair, and reliable system of justice.”
During my service as Interim Dean, I have seen that mission being put into practice on a daily 
basis. Our faculty, students and alumni, respectively, carry our mission into service. You will 
read some examples of the work they are doing to influence the communities in which we live 
and the nation at large in this issue of In Brief.
Other scholars, media commentators and practitioners regularly seek out our faculty for their 
insights on everything from the Cuyahoga River fire forty years ago to the nomination of Judge 
Sotomayor to the Supreme Court. Pot example, as you will read in this issue, our faculty are 
currently examining the way forensic evidence is used in our criminal justice system, and 
making advances in copyright law and changes in new copyright registrations.
Our students continue to excel at international moot court competitions, most recently 
winning the Niagata International Moot Court Competition in Toronto, and ranking as one of 
the top sixteen teams at the Willem C. Vis Intetnational Arbitration Moot Court Competition 
in Hong Kong. The School of Law is also credited with winning the 2008 Philip C. Jessup 
International Law Moot Court Competition, the world’s largest and most prestigious 
international law moot court competition, and in 2009 the team won the Dillard Award for 
writing one of the top ten briefs in the world, in addition to winning Best Oralist and Best 
Btief Awards.
Inside you will see that out tecent graduating class is working for international justice and in 
our local communities to assist those in most need.
This is a place whete ideas matter; where debate is encouraged; where scholarship and teaching 
are valued and where new generations of professionals prepare for a life in the law. I hope you 
will use this issue to learn more about what makes the School of Law a leader in legal education.
Sincerely,
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IS FORENSIC EVIDENCE
INFALLIBLE?
PROFESSOR PAUL GIANNELLI EXAMINES THE HISTORY AND 
FUTURE OF FORENSIC SCIENCE
In February 2009, a report 
entitled Strengthening Forensic 
Science in the United States: A 
Path Forward was released. 
Paul Giannelli, Albert J. 
Weatherhead III and Richard 
W. Weatherhead Professor of 
Law, called this Report a 
wake-up call to forensic 
science.
- Paul C. Giannelli 
Albert J. Weatherhead III and 
Richard W. Weatherhead ' 
Professor of Law
With authorization from Congress, the 
National Academy of Sciences established a 
Committee within the National Research 
Council to conduct a comprehensive study of 
the current state of forensic science. The 
Report examined common crime laboratory 
techniques such as fingerprint, handwriting, 
firearms (“ballistics”) and toolmark 
comparisons. The Report s conclusions are 
striking: “Among existing forensic methods, 
only nuclear DNA analysis has been 
rigorously shown to have the capacity to 
consistently, and with a high degree of 
certainty, demonstrate a connection between 
an evidentiary sample and a specific 
individual or source.”
Professor Giannelli was one of twenty three 
people in the country to review the Report 
before its release and it cites his work 
numerous times. He has written extensively 
on the topic of wrongful convictions and 
forensic science and before the Report s 
release, served on a panel and presented to a 
National Research Council Committee in 2007.
“I support and think this Report will help the 
prosecution by professionalizing crime labs. It 
will improve the quality of crime labs, and 
forensic evidence will now have the 
appropriate research and support,” said 
Giannelli. “We have an obligation to make 
the system better as it currently has 
deficiencies.”
The issue of forensic science and its 
infallibility has been debated for decades. In 
1989 Eric Lander, a prominent molecular 
biologist, who became enmeshed in the early 
DNA admissibility disputes, wrote: “At 
present, forensic science is virtually 
unregulated - with the paradoxical result that 
clinical laboratories must meet higher 
standards to be allowed to diagnose strep 
throat than forensic labs must meet to put a 
defendant on death row.”'
The first fingerprint case People v. Jennings was 
decided in 1911, twelve years before crime 
laboratories were even established. Before this, 
prosecutors had relied heavily on eyewitness 
testimony and confessions. With crime 
laboratories and scientific evidence available, 
the types of evidence used in criminal trials 
drastically changed.
Several sensational cases in these formative 
years highlighted the value of forensic 
identification evidence. The Sacco and 
Vanzetti trial in 1921 was one of the earliest 
cases to rely on firearms identification 
evidence. In 1936, the extensive use of 
handwriting comparison testimony and wood 
evidence at the Lindbergh kidnapping trial 
raised the public consciousness of 
identification expertise and solidified its role 
in the criminal justice system. The number of 
laboratories gradually grew and then 
skyrocketed.
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This establishment of crime laboratories 
represented a significant reform, as the 
reliability of physical evidence often became 
superior to other types of proof For example, 
in 1927 Justice Frankfurther, then a law 
professor, sharply critiqued the eyewitness 
identifications in the Sacco and Vanzetti case; 
“What is the worth of identification 
testimony even when uncontradicted? The 
identification of strangers is proverbially 
untrustworthy.”^ In 1936 the Supreme Court 
first expressed grave reservations about the 
trustworthiness of confessions wrung from a 
suspect by abusive interrogation techniques.^ 
Hence, the shift toward expert analysis of 
physical evidence seemed to be a step in the 
right direction.
serious challenges. Even if forensic testimony 
is limited, the underlying problem remains - 
i.e., lack of research. The Report concluded 
that “some forensic science disciplines are 
supported by little rigorous systematic 
research to validate the discipline’s basic 
premises and techniques. There is no evident 
reason why such research cannot be 
conducted.” In a later passage, the Report 
returned to this point: “no forensic method 
other than nuclear DNA analysis has been 
rigorously shown to have the capacity to 
consistently and with a high degree of 
certainty support conclusions about 
‘individualization’ (more commonly known as 
‘matching’ of an unknown item of evidence 
to a specific known source).”
Professor Giannelli's work 
cited by U.S. Supreme Court
For the seventh time, the United States 
Supreme Court has cited Professor Paul 
Giannelli’s work. In Massachusetts u 
Melendez-Diaz, decided June 25, 2009, 
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the 
admission of a lab report identifying a 
substance as cocaine violated the Sixth 
Amendment right of confrontation if the 
analyst did not testify. Both the majority 
and the dissent cited Professor Paul 
Giannelli’s text. Scientific Evidence 
(4th ed. 2007). The Court also cited a 
friend-of-court brief submitted by a group 
of law professors, including Giannelli.
Stated Giannelli, “Eyewitness testimony is 
clearly the number one cause of wrongful 
convictions. All studies show this. We need 
good science - more than relying on only 
confessions and eyewitnesses. Ideally, you 
have both eyewitnesses and forensic 
evidence.”
The need for both eyewitness and forensic 
evidence became evident in 1993 with the 
Supreme Court’s “junk science” decision. It 
was during Daubert v. Merrell Dow 
Pharmaceuticals case that scientific evidence 
was challenged. Citing scientific authorities, 
the Daubert Court noted that a hallmark of 
science is empirical testing. The Court quoted 
Hempel: “[T]he statements constituting a 
scientific explanation must be capable of 
empirical test.’”* Although Daubert’s effect on 
criminal litigation has been less pronounced 
than in civil cases, it nonetheless has changed 
the legal landscape. Defense attorneys 
invoked Daubert as the basis for mounting 
attacks on forensic identification evidence, 
and a number of courts view the Daubert 
trilogy as inviting a “reexamination even of 
‘generally accepted’ venerable, technical fields.”’
In particular, the Report recognized 
deficiencies in many common forensic 
techniques. For example, the Report made 
the following observation about firearms 
identification: “Because not enough is known 
about the variabilities among individual tools 
and guns, we are not able to specify how 
many points of similarity are necessary for a 
given level of confidence in the result.”
This state of affairs presents courts with an 
immediate challenge. As the Report 
comments: “[Tjhere are serious issues 
regarding the capacity and quality of the 
current forensic science system; yet, the courts 
continue to rely on forensic evidence without 
fully understanding and addressing the 
limitations of different forensic science 
disciplines.” ■
1 Eric S. Lander, DNA Fingerprinting Qn Trial, 339 
Nature 501, 505 (1989).
2 felix Frankfurter, The Case of SacmO and VanzeTti
30(1927). ' ■
3 See Brown v. Mississippi, 297 U.S. 278 (1936) 
(due process violated by beating a confession 
out of a suspect).
4 Carl G. Hempel, Philosophy of Natural Science 49
These and similar cases spurred Congress to 
act. In the long run, the National Academy of 
Sciences recommendations, if adopted, would ’’ 
benefit law enforcement and prosecutors. At 
the moment, however, courts will confront
(1966). - ^
5 United States v. Hines, 55 F. Supp. 2cf 62/ M (D.- 
Mass. 1999) (handwriting comparison). v =
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ARE REFORM
WHAT IS THE ANSWER
TO THE HEALTH CARE C^SES?
—Maxwell J. Mehiman 
Arthur E. Petersilge 
Professor of Law and 
Professor of Bioethics, 
School of Medicine; 
Director of the 
Law-Medicine Center
The nation is in the midst of three health care crises. First, the crisis of access — the plight of the 
involuntarily un- and under-insured (as opposed to those who choose not to buy available 
insurance because they deem themselves impervious to illness). The second is the crisis of 
quality, with as many as 100,000 Americans dying each year as the result of preventable 
negligence just in hospitals, and many more seriously injured. The third crisis is that of cost — 
the fact that the U.S. spends far more of its GDP on health care than any other country. The 
key to successful health care reform is to understand that all three are intertwined: many who 
lack access cannot afford health insurance or care because of the high cost; and we might be 
able to justify the enormous cost of our health care system if we truly received better care than 
countries that spent far less, which unfortunately is not the case.
►
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Private insurers v^ho champion competition should not be allowed to 
avoid competing with a government plan. Drug companies who tout 
the fruits of their research should be required to demonstrate that 
expensive new drugs work better than cheaper alternatives.
As President Obamas plan to fix all this unfolds, it is cleat 
that he has leatned some of the lessons of the failed 
Clinton reform initiative. His plannets ate wotking much 
more in the open, and are in constant contact with 
stakeholders. His changes will be incremental rather than 
radical. And most impottantly, he tecognizes the need to 
create a public health plan, which he cortectly views as an 
alternative to, tather than a replacement for, private insurance.
The need for a public health plan was the focus of a 
workshop held at the School of Law in 2006. The 
approach we pursued was to cteate a Medicare-like 
program open to anyone who wanted to sign up, with 
subsidies to help pooret people pay the premium. Like 
Obama’s experts, we knew that the devil was in the details, 
but there was no question that a public plan was a step in 
the right direction. (You can read an account of the 
workshop in volume 17:1 oi Health Matrix: The Journal of 
Law-Medicine.) During the election, Obama seemed to be 
in favot of allowing everyone to enroll in the premium 
private insurance plan that is open to federal employees; 
this is not a public plan, but a fot-ptofit Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield plan. Fortunately, the President now seems to have 
understood the need to provide a truly government-run 
alternative.
The workshop participants also recognized that 
private-sector competition cannot solve our health care 
crises. The economic principles that drive the health care 
system simply don’t allow this. Instead, we need a 
collective mechanism fot evaluating the cost-effectiveness 
of costly and new, cost-incteasing medical technologies, 
and making judgments about which of them are worth 
paying fot. The administtation has called fot cteation of a 
new commission to make these coverage decisions. While 
their rulings would apply initially only to the government 
plan, they would quickly be copied by ptivate insurance 
plans as well. Wealthier individuals who wished to 
purchase mote matginally cost-effective intetventions, ot 
to avail themselves of experimental treatments, would be 
able to purchase costlier private plans or pay for services 
out-of-pocket. This would cteate a double- or multi-tiered 
system of health cate setvices, but this is inevitable in a 
nation with as latge a commitment to individualism as 
ours. The key to keeping the system from becoming too
unfair is to make sure that the basic package of services to 
which everyone is entitled is a generous one. One way to 
encourage this is to requite the members of the 
government coverage commission to promise that they 
will not purchase for themselves or their families any 
services that they do not make available to everyone by 
including them in the basic package of benefits.
The elephant in the room amid effotts to improve health 
cate quality is our growing awareness of how much the 
success of treatment depends on patients’ individual 
genetic, physical, and environmental chatacteristics. In the 
past, doctors provided “one size fits most” medicine; in 
the future, medicine will be “personalized.” This will 
undercut the usefulness of large-scale clinical trials for 
proving safety and effectiveness, which depend on the 
assumption that latge groups of patients will have the 
same response to a medical intervention. Petsonalized 
medicine also makes it difficult to create standardized 
practice guidelines fot ptactitionets, since what is proper 
care for patient A may be useless or even lethal fot patient 
B. Until we develop expert systems that are sophisticated 
enough to factot in patient differences, physicians will 
have to continue to rely largely on their own intuition and 
experience in making medical decisions, and so long as 
medicine continues to be an att, efforts to improve quality 
cannot completely become a science.
What is frustrating health reform is opposition from 
interest groups like private health insurers, drug 
companies, and organized medicine. The best way to 
defeat them is tp make it too shameful for them to resist, 
in the same way that executives of failed financial 
institutions were embarrassed into returning bonuses. 
Private insutets who champion competition should not be 
allowed to avoid competing with a government plan.
Drug companies who tout the ftuits of their research 
should be required to demonsttate that expensive new 
drugs work better than cheaper alternatives. Physicians in 
the U.S. who ate paid twice as much as their counterparts 
in Germany and four times as much as in Great Britain 
should not be heard to complain about having their 
payments reduced. And the rest of us must avoid being 
sucketed into thinking that reform means we won’t get the 
care we need. ■
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m _____ iven the central importance of
^ public education to our
democracy, it should come as no 
surprise that fierce disagreements sometimes 
arise over the messages that are presented to 
children in our schools. It seems that every 
year well-publicized legal battles rage over 
schools’ Christmas, Chanukah, and Kwanzaa 
displays and celebrations - or the lack thereof. 
And just recently, in Busch v. Marple Newtown 
School District, the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Third Circuit upheld a Pennsylvania 
School District’s decision to forbid the 
mother of a kindergartner from reading Bible 
verses to the child’s classmates in the context 
of a show-and-tell in which parents were 
invited to read from the child’s favorite book.
Competing values are obviously at stake. On 
one side are the religious individuals’ rights to 
express themselves and their religion on equal 
terms with those conveying nonreligious 
messages. Traditional First Amendment 
doctrine makes it clear that the government 
may not discriminate among viewpoints - it 
may not favor one side of a debate by 
excluding arguments on the other side, even if 
those arguments are explicitly religious. On 
the other side is the right of parents not to 
have their children proselytized, by teachers 
or private individuals, while in the care of the 
schools. For example, the school board in 
Busch forbade the Bible reading because of the 
understandable concern that very young 
children, who would be a captive audience, 
might mistakenly think the school was 
endorsing the Bible’s message.
—B. Jessie Hill 
Associate Professor of Law 
and Associate Director of the 
Center for Social Justice
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expresses its values. Schools regularly impose certain values on our 
children, such as preferring freedom over tyranny; democracy over 
other forms of government; and tolerance over hatred. Schools are 
thus different from other governmental spaces in this respect. They 
differ in a second respect as well. Parents who disagree with public 
school values are permitted to opt out of them by sending their 
children to private schools or by home schooling. Since there is no
constitutional bar to school 
voucher systems that include 
religious schools, moreover, 
some cities - including 
Cleveland — even finance some 
parents’ choice to opt out of 
the public school curriculum.
There is no agreement in our 
society as to which religion is 
the true religion, whether 
there is one God, or even 
whether there is a God at all. 
Given this fact and the fact 
that parents can send their 
children elsewhere if they 
disagree with public school 
values, I would argue that 
public schools should espouse 
secularism over any particular 
religion or religion in general. 
Not only would it be 
inconsistent with our cultural 
religious diversity to attempt 
to accommodate some or all 
religious speech in the public 
schools, but in some cases it would be inconsistent with other values 
that the school wishes to convey, such as tolerance of diverse 
viewpoints, sex equality, and respect for secular authority. If the 
possibility of a Bible reading during show-and-tell does not strike 
everyone as problematic, what about the reading of religious verses 
that suggest the inferiority of women or the necessity of killing all 
those who don’t adhere to the chosen religion?
When courts decide cases dealing with religious speech in public 
schools, they attempt to balance these competing interests. They try to 
apply a principle of evenhandedness — neither permitting 
discrimination against religious speech where other secular speech is 
allowed nor opening the door for endorsement or the appearance of 
endorsement of some religious viewpoints over others. But as the 
Busch case and the holiday celebration cases demonstrate, this is not an 
easy path to negotiate. Once a 
public school begins allowing 
religious speech within its 
walls, it’s hard to say where it 
should stop. Can it allow 
Christian symbols without also 
allowing Jewish and Muslim 
symbols? And what about the 
Wiccans? Even if schools are 
open to all forms of religious 
speech, moreover, atheists may 
feel that their viewpoint 
cannot possibly be represented 
in the midst of the cacophony 
of religious speech. Yet, at the 
same time, excluding all 
religious speech on issues that 
may invoke profound moral 
concern - sexuality, history, 
and even the meaning of good 
citizenship - strikes some as 
openly hostile to religion. If 
schools are allowed to convey 
explicitly secular messages to 
students on such issues, 
shouldn’t religious messages
also be permitted in the interest of fairness and balance?
My answer is simply, no. The problem, in my view, is not so much the 
difficulty of finding a middle way between hostility to religious speech 
and proselytizing in public school. Rather, it’s the failure to recognize 
that the public school is a space unlike other public governmental 
spaces. In my opinion, there is no need for public schools to be 
evenhanded with respect to religion. Instead, religious speech should 
be explicitly and clearly prohibited.
Public schools exist to educate our children but also to indoctrinate 
them into our democratic culture. It would be foolish to ignore the 
latter function or to pretend that it is not inextricably intertwined 
with the former. It is not a forum for individual members of society to 
express their values but rather a space in which the public as a whole
The values our public culture embraces must be secular ones, albeit 
with appropriate tolerance for religion and religious individuals. Thus, 
the main problem with the jurisprudence surrounding religious speech 
is not that it poorly negotiates a path between hostility to religion and 
religious endorsement but rather that it does not openly recognize the 
uniqueness of public schools. Public schools are spaces for the 
transmission of secular democratic values, and in my view the courts 
should clearly say so. ■
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r DON’T BAN RELIGIOUS EXPRESSION
I- IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
—George W. Dent, Jr. 
Schott-van den Eynden 
Professor of Business 
Organizations Law
As always, Professor Jessie Hill is eloquent and persuasive. She applauds the decision in 
Bttsch V. Marple Newtown School District and says “there is no need for public schools to 
be evenhanded with respect to religion. Instead, religious speech should be explicitly and 
clearly prohibited.” Her reason is that public schools should “indoctrinate” our children 
“into our democratic culture.” I do not disagree with her reason; indeed, it is because I 
share it that I must disagree with her conclusion.
The First Amendment s prohibition of any establishment of religion bars not only 
government acts that overtly endorse religion but also acts that overtly discriminate 
against religion. Education necessarily conveys messages to children about what is 
important by including some things (like reading, writing, history, science) and omitting 
others. Schools also inevitably take moral positions. Professor Hill says public schools may 
“impose certain values on our children, such as preferring freedom over tyranny” and 
“tolerance over hatred” and “tolerance of diverse viewpoints.”
►
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I agree. By encouraging children and their 
parents to talk about their secular activities 
and beliefs and to read from their favorite 
book while forbidding Wesley Busch and his 
mother to talk about attending church and to 
read from the Bible, the school sent a message 
that teligion is grouped with tyranny and 
hatred as wrong, a viewpoint not to be 
tolerated or, at best, an embarrassment, like a 
physical deformity that one hides from others.
Will Wesley’s classmates so intetpret his 
silencing? Might they understand instead that 
religion is excluded because it is a private 
matter on which people disagree? That is 
unlikely. Public schools discuss other matters 
that are contentious and often considered
about being a vegetarian or helping 
Palestinian refugees, but would be forbidden 
to say that all carnivores or Israelis should be 
killed, or to exhort fellow students to join 
their cause. The principle here should be 
equality: the same standards for what is 
appropriate for kindergarteners should apply 
to both secular and religious topics.
Professor Hill argues that banning religious 
expression in public schools is fine because 
parents who object can opt out by sending 
their children to private schools or by home 
schooling. The inadequacy of that option 
should be obvious if one contemplates the 
revetse situation: secularist parents would not 
consider it fair if free public schools promoted
And how can one even begin to discuss Western 
literature, art and nnusic without attention to 
and a knowledge of Western religion?
private. They now teach even the youngest 
children about sex, domestic abuse, and 
ethnic conflict. If religion is banned, it must 
be objectionable. Children are also taught to 
appreciate several kinds of diversity — of race, 
culture, sexual orientation, and disability. In 
this atmosphere, the exclusion of religion 
seems to be a condemnation.
Professor Hill tacitly concedes that letting 
Wesley and his mom give their presentation 
would not have scarred his kindergarten 
classmates for life, but she still defends 
censoring them because of slippery slope 
concerns. She says children have a right not to 
be proselytized in school and, if the Busches’ 
talk were permitted, “what about the reading 
of religious verses that suggest the inferiority 
of women or the necessi^ of killing those 
who don’t adhere to the chofen religion?”
These are valid concerns, and permitting 
some religious expression does raise difficult 
line-drawing issues, but these issues are no 
harder than those concerning secular topics.
A classmate of Wesley’s could cettainly talk
religion but secularists could opt out if they 
paid their own way.
Forbidding religious expression is also 
damaging in other ways. Religion is central to 
Western history. By barring any live 
expression of faith, schools send a message 
that religion belongs exclusively to the past 
— like the horse and buggy. The ban also 
makes it difficult if not impossible to give 
children a proper understanding of our 
heritage. If Wesley cannot read about David 
and Goliath because other students might see 
that as a government endorsement of his faith, 
a fortiori the teacher cannot read it to them.
And it becomes awkward at best to discuss 
the religious motives of the Pilgrims, the 
abolitionists, Martin Luther King, and other 
key people and events in our history. In 
practice, the truth is often distorted - as when 
students are taught that the Pilgrims 
celebrated the first Thanksgiving to give 
thanks to the Indians. Historical references to 
religion tend to focus on it as a source of 
conflict and abuse. Again, the tacit message is
that religion is dangerous if not evil.
And how can one even begin to discuss 
Western literature, art and music without 
attention to and a knowledge of Western 
religion? The treatment of religion as 
something hazardous inevitably tesults in 
slighting its tole in our culture. There are 
many reasons why students are now so 
ignorant of their heritage, but certainly the 
denigration of religion is an important factor.
Ironically, the ban on religious expression that 
Professot Hill advocates subverts the very 
freedoms and values that she wants to 
promote. Where do our freedoms come from? 
The Declaration of Independence proclaims 
that “all men are created equal,.. .endowed by 
their Creator with certain unalienable 
Rights.” Under Professor Hill’s standard, a 
young Tom Jefferson would have been barred 
from uttering that proclamation of faith in a 
public school today. Tolerance of diversity, 
including freedom of religion itself, began as a 
religious tenet - a belief that imposing 
religion on another person sinfully interfered 
with her relationship with God.
Religious faith is not indispensable to belief in 
freedom, and religion has been (and still is) 
often a source of strife and oppression. 
However, the experience of atheist regimes 
(including Hitler’s Third Reich, Mao’s China, 
and Stalin’s Soviet Union) shows that 
restricting religion more often makes matters 
worse. And including religion in education 
does not undermine liberty and democracy. 
Despite the charges (still sometimes heard 
today) that Catholic parochial schools are 
seedbeds of intolerance, studies repeatedly 
show that their graduates are just as 
committed to democracy and freedom as 
public school graduates.
Presenting an honest, evenhanded treatment 
of religion in public schools is often difficult. 
But so is the treatment of many secular 
topics. Banning religious expression in public 
schools makes for bad education as well as 
violating our constitutional standards of 
religious freedom. ■
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Does Copyright Law 
Promote Creativity?
Professor Raymond Ku offers the first comprehensive study to 
examine copyright law and changes in new copyright registrations
- Raymond Shih Ray Ku 
Professor of Law, 
Co-Director, Center for 
Law, Technology & the Arts
"Does Copyright Law Promote Creativity? An 
Empirical Analysis of Copyright's Bounty," 63 
Vanderbilt Law Review (forthcoming 2009) 
(with J. Sung & R. Fan).
.V ^
Will changes in copyright protection result in changes in the number of works produced? 
Does increasing copyright protection increase the number of works produced? Three Case 
Western Reserve University professors conducted the first comprehensive study to examine the 
relationship between changes in copyright law and changes in new copyright registrations.
Currently, copyright protects all original expression fixed in a tangible medium of expression 
which includes among other works: books, motion pictures, sound recordings, broadcasts of 
sporting events, and video games. It also provides authors the exclusive right to control almost 
all uses of their writings including the ability to create new works based upon the original, 
and protection lasts for the life of the author plus an additional seventy years.
/'
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The logic behind copyright’s expansion is 
straightforward. Copyright law provides 
authors with exclusive rights in their works.
In turn, these exclusive rights allow successful 
authors to obtain financial reward for their 
work by creating a market for those works 
without resort to private or government 
patronage. The greater the protection, the 
greater the reward; the greater the reward, the 
greater the incentive to create new works; and 
the greater the incentive to create new works, 
the greater the number of new works created. 
In other words, by increasing the financial 
bounty available to authors, we ultimately 
increase the public’s bounty of new works of 
authorship. So the argument goes, if a little 
copyright is good, more is better. While 
logical, this position is still a theory and, like 
all theories, can be tested. Unfortunately, even 
though copyright has existed and continuously 
expanded for hundreds of years, there has 
been little research done to test the theoretical 
basis for copyright’s expansion. In fact, so little 
has been done in this area that one author 
specifically pled for more empirical research.'
In this study, Raymond Shih Ray Ku, Professor 
of Law, Co-Director, Center for Law, Technology 
& the Arts; Jiayang Sun, Professor of Statistics; 
and Yiying Fan, Ph.D. Statistics Candidate, 
used statistical analysis to examine whether 
changes in copyright law influence the number 
of new works created. Relying upon U.S. 
copyright registrations from 1870 through 
2006 as a proxy for the number of works 
created, they considered how four variables — 
population, the economy, law changes both 
legislative and judicial, and technology — 
influenced new copyright registrations. Despite 
the logic of the theory that increasing 
copyright protection will increase the number 
of copyrighted works, the data show that’s not 
true in many cases. Instead, their findings 
demonstrate that the historic growth in new 
copyrighted works is largely a function of 
population and its sharp changes are mostly 
due to procedural changes in copyright 
registration, such as those created by the 
Berne Implementation Act in 1989.
Their findings demonstrate that statistically, 
there is no uniform or fully predictable 
relationship between laws that increase 
copyright term, subject matter, rights, or 
criminal penalties and the number of new 
works registered in general. In contrast, 
lawmakers are more likely to find a relationship 
between laws that reduce or otherwise limit 
copyright protection and a subsequent
Barbie dolls against the manufacturer of Bratz 
dolls illustrates that the stakes even in 
individual copyright cases can be high.^
Because this data began with changes to 
copyright law following 1870, this study only 
examines whether those changes influenced 
the number of new works subsequently 
produced, and it does not address whether
While increasing copyright protection 
provides authors with greater financial 
rewards, it does little to change their 
incentives to create new works.
increase in the number of new works. Even 
then, the relationship is far from uniform or 
predictable. As such, expecting a law change 
to increase the number of new copyrighted 
works is akin to shooting a gun with both live 
ammunition and blanks at targets moving in 
the dark. You will occasionally hit a tatget, 
but you will not know when this will happen 
or which target you will hit. Instead, population 
is uniformly and consistently, the best predictor 
of the number of new works produced.
Given these findings, one might be tempted 
to jump to the conclusion that copyright law 
does not matter. Nothing, however, could be 
further from the truth. While changes in 
copyright law may have little to do with the 
number of new copyrighted works created, 
this does not mean that copyright law has no 
impact. Copyright law clearly plays a role 
with regard to the creation and distribution of 
wealth. By one estimate,,in 2005, the value 
added to U.S. GDP by the “core” copyright 
industries was $760.49 billion, and $1.38 
trillion for all copyright industries, and these 
industries employed 5.38 million and 11.32 
million individuals respectively.^ Copyright 
law clearly helps create and protect this 
wealth and these jobs. Likewise, the recent 
$100 million judgment in favor of Mattel’s
those works would have been created absent 
copyright or under a less protective regime. 
And, while creativity may occur absent 
copyright law, this model does not question 
the position that a basic level of copyright 
protection is necessary to combat the 
underproduction of creative works that is 
likely to result from piracy (i.e., the sale of 
unauthorized duplicates of a copyrighted wor'
This study suggests that the logic behind 
copyright’s expansion is flawed and the 
evidence strongly suggests that the means do 
not achieve the desired ends. While increasing 
copyright protection provides authors with 
greater financial rewards, it does little to 
change their incentives to create new works.
If we truly want to encourage the creation of 
new works, we must rethink and re-envision 
the'relationship between law and human 
creativity, and ensure that copyright law 
provides bounty not booty. ■
1 Ivan RL. Png, Copyright: A Plea for Empirical 
Research, 3 Review of Economic Research on 
Copyright Issues 3 (2006) (summarizing the 
available research).
2 Stephen E. Siwek, Copyright Industries in the 
U.S. Economy (2006).
3 AP Jury Awards Mattel $100M in Barbie-Bratz 
Lawsuit (Aug. 26, 2008).
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REFLECTIONS ON
Justice Souter
Professor Jonathan Entin looks back at the 
Supreme Court Justice who surprised many
- Jonathan L. Entin 
Associate Dean for 
Academic Affairs, 
Professor of Law and 
Political Science
I could not pronounce David Souter’s last name when the first 
President Bush nominated him to succeed Justice William Brennan 
during the summer of 1990. Souter had only recently taken his seat 
on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit. He had sat for L 
exactly one day of oral arguments, and none of those five routine ? 
cases had been decided. '•
His obscurity was supposed to be a virtue. Liberals feared, and 
conservatives hoped, that this “stealth” nominee would move the 
Supreme Court decisively to the right. Unlike Judge Robert Bork, 
whose Supreme Court appointment came off the rails because of his 
controversial paper trail, Souter had written almost nothing that 
shed light on his views on the hot-button issues of the day. But he 
came from New Hampshire, so he was generally (and, as it turned 
pi|t, in^curatelyj regarded as a proteg^ of White House chief of 
stiff John Sununu, an acerbic conservative who as governor of the 
Granite State had appointed Souter to the state supreme court.
y the time Justice Souter retired this summer after nineteen years 
n the Court, the chattering and scribbling classes had consumed
acres of forest, oceans of ink, and terabytes of bandwidth 
pontificating about the man and his work. Souter might not have 
been another Brennan, but it soon became clear that he was not 
going to be another Bork. Any doubt on that score was resolved 
when he helped write the controlling opinion in Planned Parenthood 
V. Casey, the case that was supposed to overrule Roe v. Wade but ^ 
instead reaffirmed that the Constitution protected a qualified right 
to abortion. For many on the right, this and other acts of judicial 
apostasy made his name a term of opprobrium (as in the refrain “No 
more Souters” whenever a Republican president got a chance to fill 
a vacancy on the high court).
I didn’t always agree with Justice Souter, but from the beginning I 
saw hini as a fascinating figure. Two examples from his earliest 
appearance on the national stage, neither of which has receh edf ■ 
much notice, illustrate why I paid close attention. The first involved 
his confirmation hearing, the second a striking line in an opinion in 
an otherwise unremarkable case during his first full term on the 
Supreme Court.
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When Souter was nominated, abortion was 
the most contentious of political issues. The 
year before, in Webster v. Reproductive Health 
Services, four justices suggested that they 
might be inclined to overrule Roe. Justice 
Brennan’s replacement thetefore could tip the 
balance. Needless to say, members of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee persistently - 
and not always discteetly - inquired about 
Souter’s views on abortion.
The nominee repeatedly demurred, invoking 
the familiar concern about addressing in any 
detail an issue that was almost certain to 
come before the Court. Finally, Ohio Senator 
Howard Metzenbaum tried to focus on “what 
is at stake in the abortion debate,” by which 
he meant the impact of abortion laws on “the 
personal lives and the hopes and the dreams 
of the people.”
Souter listened patiently and responded by 
referring to an experience he had while 
serving as a proctor in a Harvard College 
dormitory during his third year in law school.
An agitated freshman spoke to him about his 
gitlfriend’s pregnancy. Souter agreed to talk 
with the distraught young woman, who was 
too frightened to tell het patents about her 
situation or to seek medical attention but 
instead was inclined to try some desperate 
measure to abort herself As Souter recounted 
the conversation;
I know you will respect the privacy of the 
people involved, and I will not tty to say 
what I told her. But I spent 2 hours in a 
small dormitory bedroom that'afternoon, 
in that room because that was the most 
private place we could get so that no one 
in the next suite of rooms could hear, 
listening to her and trying to counsel her 
to approach her problem in a way 
different from what she was doing, and 
your question brought that back to me.
I sat riveted to the television as Souter spoke.
I couldn’t tell from his response what he 
thought about Roe v. Wade, but this hardly 
seemed the sort of answer that a visceral
opponent of that decision would have given. 
Apparently few people caught up in the 
abortion debate noticed at the time. Yet it 
came as no great surprise to me when he 
co-authored the Casey plurality opinion two 
years later.
No matter what the 
Supreme Court does 
in the next few years, 
Justice Souter's 
distinctive voice will 
be missed.
Souter was, of course, confirmed. As the 
junior justice he labored largely in obscurity 
until Casey was decided. But ten days earlier, 
he wrote the opinion of the Court in 
American National Red Cross v. S.G., a highly 
technical case about federal jurisdiction. The 
5-4 ruling elicited a caustic dissent from 
Justice Antonin Scalia. Justice Soutet 
tesponded in this footnote:
The dissent accuses us of repeating what 
it announces as Chief Justice Marshall’s 
misunderstanding, in Osborn [v. Bank of 
the United States], of his own previous 
opinion in [Bank of the United States v. ] 
Deveaux. We are honored.
It was cleat that Justice Souter had written the 
footnote. No clerk would have the nerve — or 
the wit - to come up with such a subtle and 
elegant response. From then on, I was 
hooked. Whatevet Souter’s jurisprudential 
philosophy and regardless of how he came 
down in specific cases, I followed his opinions 
with intense interest for the rest of his career. 
No matter what the Supreme Court does in 
the next few years. Justice Souter’s distinctive 
voice will be missed. Anyone who is willing to 
leave the bench so that he can read, think, 
and climb mountains while he still can has a 
lot to teach the rest of us — and not only 
about the law. ■
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Professor Spencer Neth retires and leaves an indelible mark on the law school
After nearly forty years of service 
to the School of Law and to the 
University, Professor Spencer 
Neth retired on June 30, 2009. 
Incredible as that seems to me, I 
am even more amazed to think I 
have been a colleague for nearly 
all of that time.
Spencers judgement and sense 
of humor are irreplaceable, and 
he has been a most interesting 
and engaging colleague. His 
principal focus was on 
commercial law and contracts 
but, from the beginning, he had 
a strong interest in dispute 
resolution. He was particularly 
interested in the mysteries of the jury system and in the alternative of 
arbitration. He engaged generations of students in analysis of the 
story of Solomon’s resolution of the dispute over custody of a baby. 
Teaching in the same areas, we had many discussions about cases we 
covered in class and about difScult, confusing, and poorly drafted 
statutes. I used and tinkered with some of his teaching materials for 
Dispute Resolution, and we occasionally shared exam questions and 
other materials in Contracts and commercial law courses.
When new technology appeared, Spencer eagerly embraced it. When 
personal computers and computerized legal research became available, 
he immersed himself not just in the use of the new technology but in 
more fundamental questions like the differences between human and 
artificial intelligence and the effect of computerized research on the 
law. New things continued to intrigue him and he became a beta 
tester for the rest of us as he tried to use technology to enhance and 
expedite his work. He was the person to consult about the newest 
computers, software, cell phones, and internet developments. For 
some, the acquisition of the latest technology is an end in itself For 
Spencer, the technology is to help him do his work—getting the 
latest case, preparing teaching materials, keeping in touch with 
colleagues, and thinking about law and lawyers and their impact on 
Worldly affairs.
Spencer has always been generous with his time and energy, always 
reading drafts of articles and sharing cases and other materials he
Written by Wilbur C. Leatherberry
Professor of Law and Director of Skills Program and Externships
found helpful. Many of the cases he shared were, in his view, wrongly 
decided. He spent much time working with individual students, 
particularly with students writing major papers. He was always 
finding and incorporating new materials and new ideas to engage the 
students in his classes.
Administrative work, particularly on University-level committees, 
took much of his time and energy. He was secretary of the law faculty 
for over a decade. He served for a term as Chair of the Faculty Senate 
and was the law school’s representative on the Senate and on many 
important Senate committees for many years. In those roles he got to 
know people from all over the campus and was, because of that, a 
valuable link for the law school to the University administration and 
the rest of the University community.
As he was clearing out his office—no small feat after all these 
years—Spencer came across an egg carton from Rose Acre Farms. He 
left it for me with a note that said “Carry on.” Rose Acre Farms was 
the defendant in a famous contracts case printed in the text we both 
use. The losing plaintiff was a law student employed at the farm for 
the summer. His bonus depended on a very harsh condition. The 
condition and the student’s argument failed. The egg carton will be a 
prop when I do that case this fall.
Spencer has many interests outside the law school including travel 
and classical music—interests stimulated by and shared with his wife, 
Marjorie. He is a football fan, principally of the Cleveland Browns 
and the Ohio State Buckeyes. It has been hard to be a Browns fan 
recently but Spencer and I have enjoyed a number of games together. 
He still plays tennis and is taking lessons to improve his game because 
he is playing with stronger players. Only a person as positive and 
optimistic as Spencer could expect improvement after so many years.
The law school community—faculty, students, and staff—will miss 
our daily interactions with Spencer. He set standards for commitment 
to teaching, collegiality, and absent-mindedness that few of us can 
match. He has enriched the law school with his commitment to his 
students, his wise judgment, his always reasonable demeanor in times 
of conflict and controversy, and his ever-present—and sharp—sense 
of humor. We will carry on but will miss the daily contact with 
Spencer. Although our contact will be less frequent, we can look 
forward to hearing his stories about his travels, about football, and 
about the improvement in his tennis game. ■
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JONATHAN H. ADLER
Professor of Low and Director of the 
Center for Business Law and Regulation
Publications
“Money or Nothing: The Adverse 
Environmental Consequences of 
Uncompensated Land-Use Controls,” 49 
Boston College Law Review iQl (2008).
“Getting the Roberts Court Right: A 
Response to Chemerinsky,” 54 Wayne Law 
Review 983 (2008).
“Water Marketing as an Adaptive Response to 
the Threat of Climate Change,” 31 LLamline 
Law Review 730 (2008).
“Introduction: Common Law Environmental 
Protection” (w/ Andrew Morriss), 58 Case 
Western Reserve Law Review 575 (2008).
“Reforming Our Wasteful Hazardous Waste 
Policies,” 17 NYU Environmental Law Journal 
724 (2008).
“Warming Up to Water Markets,” 
Regulation, vol. 31, no. 4 (2008).
Presentations
“The Policy Implications of Reaction to 
Climate Change,” at the National Lawyers 
Convention of the Federalist Society for Law 
& Public Policy Studies, November 20, 2008. 
[Transcript published in William and Mary 
Environmental Lmw and Policy Review.]
“A More Modest Court: The Ohio Supreme 
Court’s Newfound Judicial Restraint,” 
Cleveland Area Civil Trial Attorneys, 
December 10, 2008.
“The Roberts Courts and Business: A Look at 
the Environmental Cases,” Santa Clara Law 
Review Symposium on Big Business and the 
Roberts Court: Explaining the Court’s 
Receptiveness to Business Interests, Santa Clara 
University School of Law, January 23, 2009.
“Standing Still in the Roberts Court,” Case 
Western Reserve Law Review Symposium 
Access to the Courts in the Roberts Era, Case 
Western Reserve University School of Law, 
January 30, 2009.
“A Conversation on Climate Change Policy:
A Look Ahead at 2009,” Vanderbilt Climate 
Change Network & Nashville Lawyers 
Chapter of the Federalist Society, Nashville, 
TN, February 19, 2009.
“Advice to President Obama on Judicial 
Nominees,” Heritage Foundation, 
Washington, D.C., March 11, 2009.
Media
From January through May 2009, Professor 
Adler was quoted in many media outlets, 
including The New York Times, National Law 
Journal, Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times, 
Miami ELerald, Chicago Tribune, LLigh Country 
News and the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
JESSICA BERG
Professor of Law and Biomedical 
Ethics and Associate Director of the 
Law-Medicine Center
Publications
“Putting the Community Back into the 
‘Community Benefit’ Standard,” 43 Georgia 
Law Review (forthcoming Winter 2010).
Presentations
“Confidentiality and Its Limits,” Grand 
Rounds, Cleveland Clinic, February 3, 2009.
“Consent for Research with Decisionally 
Impaired Subjects,” University Hospitals 
Continuing Research Education Series, 
February 27, 2009.
“Everyday Realities of IVF and Research,” At 
the Cutting Edge of Stem Cell Science, 
Harvard University, June 16, 2009.
“International Human Rights Law and 
International Humanitarian Law,” 
Management of Humanitarian Emergencies: 
Focus on Children and Families, Cleveland, 
Ohio, June 19, 2009.
Media
Professor Berg was interviewed by The 
Lantern about the physician involved in the 
octuplet case, February 16, 2009.
Appointments
Professor Berg was appointed for a two-year 
term from 2009-2011 to the Editorial Board 
of the American Journal of Bioethics.
GEORGE W. DENT, JR.
Schott-van den Eynden Professor of 
Business Organizations Law j
Publications I
Professor Dent’s review of The Stillborn 
God: Religion, Politics, and the Modern 
West (by Mark Lilia) was published in 24 j 
Journal of Law and Religion 257 (2008-09).
“Business Lawyers as Enterprise Architects,”
64 The Business Lawyer 7J3 (February 2009).
“On Marriage, Religious Freedom, Equality, J 
and Homosexuality: A Reply to Professor 1 
Huhn,” Akron Online Constitutional Law I 
Journal (forthcoming). 1
“Stakeholder Governance: A Bad Idea Getting ^ 
Worse,” Case Western Reserve Law Review 
(forthcoming).
“The War Between the Gay Movement and 
Religious Freedom,” ENGAGE: The Journal of 
the Eederalist Society’s Practice Groups 
(forthcoming).
Presentations
Professor Dent debated on the war between 
the gay movement and religious freedom in 
events sponsored by the Federalist Society at 
the University of Wisconsin and University of 
Akron Law Schools this past spring.
Professor Dent organized and chaired a panel 
discussion on “The Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights at 60: Beacon of Hope or 
Dead End?” at the annual conference of the 
Association for the Study of Free Institutions 
on March 12, 2009 in Princeton, NJ.
Professor Dent moderated a debate between 
Professor Scott Gerber (Ohio Northern Law 
School) and School of Law Adjunct Professor 
Joel Levin on Natural Rights and the 
Constitution hosted by the School of Law 
Federalist Society, April 3, 2009.
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FACULTY BRIEFS
JONATHAN L. ENTIN
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and 
Professor of Law and Political Science
Publications
“Introduction to Symposium on Access to the 
Courts in the Roberts Era,” 59 Case Western 
Reserve Law Review.
Activities
Professor Entin spoke at the law review’s 
symposium on Access to the Courts in the 
Roberts Era in January 2009.
Media
Professor Entin was featured in an August 
Chautauqua Institution radio program on 
“The History of Liberty.”
Professor Entin was featured in an April 23, 
2009 Cleveland Plain Dealer article on 
Jacobellis v. Ohio, the obscenity case that arose 
in Cleveland Heights fifty years ago and led 
to Justice Stewart’s observation that he 
couldn’t define obscenity but knew it when he 
saw it.
Professor Entin was quoted in a March 2009 
Voice of America program on voting rights 
for residents of the District of Columbia.
Professor Entin has had numerous media 
appearances about the Supreme Court 
vacancy resulting from Justice Souter’s 
retirement, including Vogue and WCPN 
among others.
Professor Entin was widely quoted about the 
Ohio Supreme Court’s decision invalidating 
residency requirements for city employees and 
featured in a Channel 8 story about a 
proposal to restrict broadcasting of 911 calls.
Appointments
In August 2009 Professor Entin was elected 
co-chair of the Committee on Environmental 
and Natural Resource Regulation of the 
American Bar Association’s Section of 
Administrative Law and Regulatory Practice. 
He previously served as vice-chair of the 
committee.
PETER M. GERHART 
Professor of Law 
Publications
Professor Gerhart is nearing completion of 
the first draft of his book, Tort Law and 
Social Cohesion. On May 8, Jules Coleman 
of Yale is hosting a workshop at Yale Law 
School to discuss the draft. Those 
participating, in addition to Professor Gerhart 
and Wendy Wagner from the School of Law, 
are Professor Coleman from Yale, John C.P. 
Goldberg from Harvard, Ben Zurpansky of 
Fordham, and Mark Geistfeld of New York 
University.
“The Death of Strict Liability” will be 
included in a collection of articles about strict 
liability that is being published by a scholar in 
India. The article is drawn from chapter 6 of 
Professor Gerhart’s book manuscript. Torts 
AND Social Gohesion.
PAUL C. GIANNELLI
Albert J. Weatherhead III and Richard W. 
Weatherhead Professor of Law
Publications
Understanding Evidence (3d ed. 2009).
Baldwin’s Ohio Practice, Criminal Law 
(West Co. 3d ed. 2009) (4 volumes) (with 
Katz, Lipton & Crocker).
“Scientific Evidence and Prosecutorial 
Misconduct in the Duke Lacrosse Rape 
Case,” 45 Crim. L. Bull__(2009).
“ABA Standards on DNA Evidence: 
Nontestimonial Identification Orders,” 24 
Criminal Justice 24 (Spring 2009).
“The NAS Report and Its Implications For 
Criminal Litigation,”_Jurimetrics__(2009).
Ohio Criminal Laws and Rules (2009) 
(with Katz).
Ohio Trial Objections (2d 2009).
2009 Supplement, Scientific Evidence (Lexis Go. 
4th ed. 2007) (2 volumes) (with Imwinkelried).
Ohio Juvenile Law (West 2009 rev.) (with 
Salvador).
2009 Supplement, Courtroom Criminal 
Evidence (Lexis Go.) (4th ed. 2005)
(2 volumes) (with others).
2009 Supplement, Baldwins Ohio Practice, 
Evidence (West Co. 2d ed. 2001) (2 volumes) 
(with Snyder).
Rules of Evidence Liandbook (West 2009 rev.) 
(with Snyder).
“Forensic Science: National Academy of
Sciences Report,”__Brooklyn L. Rev.__
(2009) (symposium).
Presentations
“Future of the Forensic Sciences: A 
Symposium,” Cleveland-Marshall College of 
Law, March 19, 2009.
“Forensic Science for the 21st Century,” 
Center for the Study of Law, Science, & 
Technology, Arizona State University, 
Phoenix, April 3-4, 2009.
“The 2009 National Academy of Sciences 
Report on Forensic Science: How 
Criminalists Might Now Be Cross- 
Examined,” California State University at Los 
Angeles, June 2, 2009.
Activities
ABA Adviser, Drafting Committee on 
Electronic Recordation of Custodial 
Confessions, National Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, 
Chicago, March 27-29, 2009.
Media
Radio Interview, NAS Forensic Crime Lab 
Report, WILL, Chicago, Focus 580 with host 
David Inge, March 18, 2009.
RICHARD GORDON
Associate Professor of Law
Publications
“On the Use and Abuse of Standards for Law: 
Global Governance and Offshore Centers,”
88 North Carolina Law Review (forthcoming 
2009).
►
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Anti-Money Laundering and Combating 
THE Financing of Terrorism:
International Standards and U.S. Law 
AND Practice, (with Craig Boise) (Oxford 
University Press, forthcoming 2009).
“Foreword: Combating Terrorist Financing,” 
(with Christyn Rossman) 41 Case Western 
Reserve Journal of International Law 
(forthcoming 2009).
Rapport D’Evaluation De La Lutte 
Anti-Bianchiment et Contre La 
Financement DU Terrorisme dans la 
Republique DU Niger (with Emile van der 
Does de Willebois and Boudewijn Verhelst),
(in French), (in final edits).
Report of the Evaluation of Anti-Money 
Laundering and Combating the 
Financing of Terrorism in The Republic 
OF THE Philippines (with Emile van der 
Does de Willebois, Shaun Mark, and Thomas 
Hansen), (in final edits).
The Regulation of Ojfshore Financial Centers 
and the Role of International Organizations in 
Offshore Jurisdictions & Regulatory 
Competition (Andrew Morriss ed., American 
Enterprise Institute, in press).
Public Corruption and Money 
Laundering (World Bank Group, in press).
Activities
Professor Gordon is co-heading a research 
project for the U.N. Counter-terrorism 
Implementation Task Force on indicators for 
terrorism financing through financial 
institutions along with the Honorable Sue 
Eckert (Senior Fellow at the Watson Institute) 
and Professor Nikos Passas (Northeastern 
University).
Following completion of his visiting 
professorship at Brown, Professor Gordon has 
been appointed Non-Resident Fellow of the 
Watson Institute. ' '
Professor Gordon traveled to Bamako, Mali 
to discuss the first report at the meeting of the 
Groupe Intergouvernemental d’Action contre 
le Blanchiment d’Argent en Afrique de 
rOuest and discussed the second report at the 
meeting of the Asia-Pacific Group on Money 
Laundering held in Brisbane, Australia, July 
6 -9, 2009.
JON GROETZINGER
Visiting Professor and United States 
Director of the Canada-United States 
Law Institute
Media
Professor Groetzinger was interviewed on 
evening and morning news on WKYC 
regarding the Chrysler bankruptcy.
Professor Groetzinger was quoted in an 
Associated Press article entitled “Experts:
GM Bankruptcy Won’t Be the Easy Way 
Out,” discussing bankruptcies in the auto 
industry that appeared in numerous 
publications including: LA Daily News, 
BusinessWeek, Washington Post, CBS News, 
Forbes, Yahoo, Miami Herald, Chicago Tribune, 
Boston Globe, and ABC News.
Professor Groetzinger was quoted in The 
Washington Post on February 26, 2009 in a 
story entitled “Data Theft Common by 
Departing Employees.”
B. JESSIE HILL
Associate Professor of Law and Associate 
Director of the Center for Social Justice
Publications
“Reproductive Rights as Health Care Rights,
18 Columbia Journal of Gender & Law__
(forthcoming 2009) (invited symposium 
contribution).
“Of Christmas Trees and Corpus Christi: 
Ceremonial Deism and Change in Meaning 
over Time,” 59 Duke Law Journal 
(forthcoming 2010).
Presentations
“Of Christmas Trees and Corpus Christi:
The Establishment Clause and Change in 
Meaning over Time,” Prawfest works-in­
progress conference. University of Miami 
School of Law (December 2008).
Professor Hill presented “The End of Facial 
Challenges to Abortion Regulations and the 
Future of the Health Exception in the Roberts 
Era,” at the symposium “Access to Courts in 
the Roberts Era,” Case Western Reserve 
University School of Law (January 30, 2009). 
Papers will be published in the Case Western 
Reserve Law Review.
“Of Christmas Trees and Corpus Christi: 
Ceremonial Deism and Change in Meaning 
Over Time,” Junior Faculty Exchange 
Workshop, Indiana University-Indianapolis 
(March 2, 2009).
“Dangerous Terrain: Mapping the Body of 
Abortion Law,” Symposium - Gender on the 
Frontiers: Confronting Intersectionalities, 
Columbia University Law School (April 
2009). Papers will be published in the 
Columbia Journal of Gender and Law.
SHARONA HOFFMAN
Professor of Law and Bioethics and 
Co-Director of the Law-Medicine Center
Publications
“Why Electronic Health Record Systems 
Require Safety Regulation,” Bioethics Forum, ^ 
(March 20, 2009) (with Andy Podgurski) 
available at: http://www.thehastingscenter. 
org/Bioethicsforum/Post.aspx?id=3284
Presentations
“Electronic Health Information Security and 
Privacy,” Information Security Best Practices 
2009 conference, Wharton School, University! 
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, January 
29, 2009.
Professor Hoffman moderated and 
participated in a panel entitled “Is There A 
Place for Race in Medicine,” Cleveland Clinic 
Foundation, February 18, 2009.
“Settling the Matter: Does Title I of the ADA 
Work?” Employment Law Colloquium, 
Northwestern University School of Law,
April 2, 2009.
Activities
Professor Hoffman served as the chair of an 
ad hoc workgroup to review fiscal allocation 
process for Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention Coordinating Office for Terrorism 
Preparedness and Emergency Response, 
February 25-27, 2009.
Media
Professor Hoffman was quoted in an article 
entitled “Facing Forward: Cleveland Clinic 
Performs First U.S. Transplant; Ethical 
Concerns Remain,” published in Dermatology 
Times, February 1, 2009.
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Professor Hoffman was quoted in “Music 
Critic Claims PD Bowed to Orchestra Officials’ 
Pressure,” published in the Cleveland Jewish 
News on February 20, 2009. She discussed 
age discrimination and defamation claims.
Professor Hoffman was quoted in “Electronic 
Health Records Can Save Lives, Threaten 
Privacy,” Daily Herald, April 13, 2009.
Professor Hoffman was quoted in “Making 
Sure Your Patients Know What You’re Saying,” 
American Medical News, April, 20, 2009.
Professor Hoffman was quoted in “The 
Dubious Promise of Digital Medicine,” 
BusinessWeek, April 23, 2009.
Professor Hoffman was quoted in “States, 
Hospitals Roll Out Emergency Plans,” USA 




Ohio School Law (Balwin’s Ohio 
Handbook Series), (with Susan C. Hastings, 
Richard D. Manaloff, Michael L. Sharb, and 
Timothy J. Sheeran) (2008-2009 ed., 
Thomson/West 2008).
ERIKM. JENSEN
David L. Brennan Professor of Law
Professor Jensen 
has been named 
the editor of the 
Journal of Taxation 
of Investments, an 
influential 
publication now 
in its twenty-sixth 
year. The journal 
considers tax 
issues involving 
many investments, from real estate to the 
most ethereal of derivatives to the patently 
phony — like Ponzi schemes. Professor Jensen 
invites alumni and tax practitioners to submit 
manuscripts for consideration. Pat Saccogna ’90, 
LL.M. ’99, of Thompson Hine LLP, is
represented in the first issue for which 
Professor Jensen is responsible. Phone: (216) 
368-3613 E-mail: emj@case.edu
Publications
“Would a Tax on AIG Bonus Recipients 
Really Be a Tax?” 123 Tax Notes 1033 (2009).
“Under the Robes: A Judicial Right to Bare 
Arms (and Legs and . . .)?” 12 Green Bag 2d 
221 (2009).
Book Review, True Tales for Trying Times:
Legal Fables for Today (by Bob Rains),__
Nevada Law Journal__ (forthcoming).
Essays on “Hylton v. United States,” “Life 
Tenure of Justices,” and “Sixteenth 
Amendment” in the recently published 
five-volume Encyclopedia of the Supreme 
Court of the United States (Macmillan 
Reference USA).
Presentations
Professor Jensen spoke in Washington on 
May 9, 2009, on a panel before the 
Committee on Sales, Exchanges, and Basis of 
the ABA Section of Taxation.
Activities
Professor Jensen has been named Editor of 
the Journal of Taxation of Investments.
Media
Professor Jensen was interviewed on WTAM 
on January 23, 2009, about a possible Ohio 
tax on mileage driven-a levy that might be a 
replacement for, or a supplement to, the 
gasoline tax.
Professor Jensen was quoted in Barrons on 
March 23, 2009 “Would a Tax on Bonuses Be 
Unconstitutional?”
Professor Jensen was quoted on March 24, 
2009 in the Cleveland Plain Dealer in an 
article about planning to take advantage of 
the deduction for medical expenses 
(“Consider These Medical Costs You Can 
Deduct”).
Professor Jensen was quoted on April 3, 2009 
in the Dow-Jones Newswire Column, which 
appeared on WSJ.com “Getting Personal: 
Home Mortgage Interest Is Tricky.”
MAUREEN SHERIDAN KENNY
Associate Professor, Legal Analysis and 
Writing
Presentations
Professor Kenny presented a half-day seminar 
entitled “Persuasive Legal Writing” for 
approximately 50 associates from the 
Cleveland, Columbus, and Cincinnati offices 
of Ulmer & Berne LLP on April 24, 2009.
JULIET R KOSTRITSKY
John Homer Kapp Professor of Law 
Publications
“Uncertainty, Reliance, Preliminary 
Negotiations and the Hold Up Problem,” 61 
SMULaw Review 1377-1439 (Fall 2008).
Activities
Professor Kostritsky is chairing the Legal 
Theory Workshop Series. Speakers for the 
spring term include: Professors Jules Coleman 
(Yale), Lee Fennell (University of Chicago), 
Emily Kadens (Texas) and Liza Vertinsky 
(Emory).
Professor Kostritsky received an award for her 
research from the Flora Stone Mather Center 
for Women at Case Western Reserve University.
RAYMOND SHIH RAY KU
Professor of Law and Co-Director,
Center for Law, Technology and the Arts
Publications
“Does Copyright Law Promote Creativity? An 
Empirical Analysis of Copyright’s Bounty,” 63 
Vanderbilt Law Review (forthcoming 2009) 
(with J. Sung & R. Fan).
Presentations
Professor Ku presented “Free Speech, Free 
Publicity?” at the symposium on “Publicity 
Rights in Bytes: Contemporary Issues in 
Entertainment & Sports Law” sponsored by 
the Chapman Law Review, February 2008.
Professor Ku presented “Copyright’s Bounty,” 
Hosier Distinguished Visiting Intellectual 
Property Scholar, DePaul University School 
of Law, April 2008. ^
Journal off Taxation 
j of Investments
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Professor Ku served as a commentator for 
“Inferring Private Data from Publicly- 
Available Sources” by Alessandro Acquisti & 
Ralph Gross, Privacy Law Scholars 
Conference, George Washington University 
School of Law, June 2008.
Professor Ku presented “Does Law Inspire 
Creativity? An Empirical Analysis of 
Copyright’s Bounty,” Intellectual Property 
Scholars Conference, Stanford Law School, 
August 2008.
Professor Ku presented “Supreme Court 
Preview 2008-2009 Term,” American 
Constitution Society, Northeast Ohio and 
Case Western Chapters, Case Western Reserve 
University School of Law, October 2008.
Professor Ku served as a debate moderator for 
“Was Kelo Wrongly Decided?” Case Western 
Federalist Society, Case Western Reserve 
University School of Law, November 2008.
Professor Ku served as a moderator for 
“Standing Rights, Symposium: Access to the 
Courts in the Roberts Era,” sponsored by the 
Case Western Reserve University Law Review, 
January 2009.
Professor Ku served as a moderator for “The 
Death of an Author: A Publishing Horror 
Story,” Case Western Reserve University, 
January 2009.
Professor Ku served as a commentator for the 
“Junior Scholars in IP” workshop, Michigan 




“Impact Litigation or Impact Education? 
Striking the Right Balance in Law School 
Clinics” at the AALS Conference on Clinical 
Legal Education in Cleveland, May 9, 2009 
(with Andrew Pollis).
“Anatomy of a Lawsuit” at the 44th Annual 
Cleveland VA Clinical Nursing Conference in 
Cleveland, May 8, 2009.
JACQUELINE D. UPTON
Associate Dean for Faculty Development 
and Research; Professor of Law; Co- 
Director, Center for Law, Technology and 
the Arts; and Associate Director of the 
Frederick K. Cox International Law Center
Publications
“A Winning Solution for YouTube and 
Utube? Corresponding Trademarks and 
Domain Name Sharing,” 21 Harvard Journal 
of Law and Technology 509 (2008).
“Celehrity in Cyberspace: A Personality 
Rights Paradigm for a New Personal Domain 
Name Dispute Resolution Policy,” 65 
Washington and Lee Law Review 1445 (2008).
“To © or Not to ©? Copyright and 
Innovation in the Digital Typeface Industry,” 
UC Davis Law Review (forthcoming 2009).
‘“Ph.D. Lite’: A New Approach to Teaching 
Scholarly Legal Writing,” 2009 Cardozo Law 
Review de novo 20 (available for download at: 
http://www.cardozolawreview.com/content/ 
denovo/LIPTON_2009_20.pdf).
‘“We, the Paparazzi’: Developing a Privacy 
Paradigm for Digital Video” Iowa Law Review 
(forthcoming 2009).
“A Pan-Dimensional Privacy Model for the 
Mature Internet Age,” Northwestern University 
Ijiw Review (forthcoming 2009) (solicited).
“Internet Law: Jurisdiction in Cyberspace” 
LegalDate (forthcoming 2009) (solicited).
“From Domain Names to Video Games: The 
Rise of the Internet in Presidential Politics,”
86 Denver University Law Review 693 (2009) 
(solicited, symposium edition - “Special Issue 
on the Historic Election of President Barack 
Obama”).
Presentations
“A Pan-Dimensional Privacy Model for the 
Mature Internet,” Maturing Internet Studies 
Conference, Northwestern University School 
of Law, Chicago, IL, May 20, 2009.
“Mapping Privacy,” Maturing Internet Studies 
Conference at Northwestern University 
School of Law, Chicago, IL, May 20, 2009.
“Video Killed the Radio Star: Online Social 
Networking and Video Privacy Rights,” 2nd
Annual Privacy Law Scholars’ Conference, 
Berkeley, CA, June 4-5, 2009.
“Engaging J.D. and LL.M. Students in Case 
Study Workshops,” 2009 AALS Conference 
on Business Associations: Taking Stock of the 
Field, Long Beach, CA, June 8-10, 2009.
“Privacy Rights in Online Social Networks,” 
Annual CIPLIT Symposium, DePaul 
University College of Law, Chicago, IL, 
October 15-16, 2009.
“Wikipedia and the E.U. Database Directive,” 
AALS Annual Meeting, New Orleans, 
Louisiana, January 6-10 (forthcoming 2010).
IRINA MANTA
Assistant Professor of Law
Publications
“Privatizing Trademarks,” 51 Arizona Law 
Review (2009).
/VIAXWELL MEHLAAAN
Arthur E. Petersilge Professor of Law and 
Professor of Bioethics, School of Medicine; 
Director of the Law-Medicine Center
Publications
“A New Era of Biomedical Enhancements,” 
Issues in Science and Technology 59-69 
(National Academy of Sciences, Spring 2009).
“Moore v. Regents of the University of 
California” Property Stories (2nd edition, 
G. Korngold and A. Morriss eds. New York: 
Foundation Press 2009).
The Price of Perfection, Individualism 
AND Society in the Era of Biomedical 
Enhancement (Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2009).
Professor Mehlman’s 
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work from over a decade on subjects relating 
to the use of biomedicine to improve human 
appearance and performance. It directly 
relates to the ongoing scandals about doping 
in sports, efforts to improve the ability of 
warfighters to survive and succeed on the 
battlefield, the growing use of enhancement 
drugs in children by parents and schools, and 
the increasing interest in using information 
about non-disease related genetic 
characteristics in making reproductive and 
social choices.
His book examines the ethical, legal, and 
social concerns raised by genetic and 
performance enhancement. It looks at the use 
of genetic technology including genetic 
testing, synthetic drugs made with 
recombinant DNA techniques, and the 
manipulation of genes themselves through 
genetic engineering.
The book describes technological advances in 
all of these areas, including cosmetic surgery 
and military research. It discusses the various 
objections to biomedical enhancement, 
especially in connection with its use in sports, 
and the history of and rationales for these 
views. In his book. Professor Mehlman makes 
a case that there should be a focus on making 
enhancements as safe and effective as possible.
Presentations
Professor Mehlman presented on health care 
reform and the presidential campaign on 
October 3, 2008, to CWRU Medical School 
alumni during Alumni Weekend.
Professor Mehlman presented on protecting 
human subjects in enhancement research at 
the annual meeting of the American Society 
of Bioethics and Humanities in Cleveland on 
October 23, 2008.
Professor Mehlman presented a series of 
lectures and class presentations at Arizona 
State University the week of November 10, 
2008, as a Templeton Research Fellow on the 
Challenges of Transhumanism: Religion, 
Science and Technology, hosted by the ASU 
Center for the Study of Religion and Conflict.
Professor Mehlman presented a lecture on 
medical malpractice to the CWRU chapter of 
the American Medical Students Association,
December 8, 2008.
Professor Mehlman was one of 10 persons 
invited to discuss health care reform by the 
Obama-Biden Transition Project on 
December 30, 2008, at the Cleveland Clinic 
Foundation.
As a member of the Ethical, Legal, and Social 
Implications of Human Genetics Study 
Section, Center for Scientific Review,
National Institutes of Health, Professor 
Mehlman participated in a review meeting of 
the study section in Bethesda, Maryland, on 
October 20, 2008, and in an on-line review 
meeting on February 8-9, 2009.
“Will Directed Evolution Destroy Humanity 
and. If So, What Can We Do About It?” 
symposium on “Living in the Genetic Age: 
New Issues, New Challenges,” St. Louis 
University School of Law, March 20, 2009.
Media
Professor Mehlman was interviewed about his 
book. The Price of Perfection, 
Individualism and Society in the Era of 
Biomedical Enhancement, on the Diane 
Rehm show August 19, 2009.
Appointment
Professor Mehlman has been appointed a 
Fellow at the Stockdale Center for Ethical 
Leadership, United States Naval Academy, 
where he will participate in a year-long virtual 
seminar on robotics and emerging technologies.
KATHRYN S. MERCER
Professor, Legal Analysis and Writing 
Presentations
“Dealing with Race Culture and Gender in 
Clinical Teaching and the Classroom —
Factors That May Affect Learning,” 2009 
AALS Clinical Conference, Cleveland, Ohio, 
May 2009.
“Cross-Cultural Negotiation between Lawyer 
and Lawyer or/and between Lawyer/Party and 
Mediator,” Global Legal Skills Conference, 
Georgetown University, D.C., June 2009.
“Effectively Navigating Through a Sea of 
Students and Over a Mountain of Papers: 
Developing Workable Teaching and Lecture
Materials for the Large Legal Research and 
Writing Class,” APPEAL Conference on 
Promoting the Teaching of Legal Writing in 
Southern Africa, Pretoria, South Africa,
July 2009.
Appointments
Professor Mercer will serve on the Executive 
Committee of the Faculty Senate, Case Western 
Reserve University, Fall 2008 - Fall 2010.
ANDREW S. POLLIS
Visiting Assistant Professor of Law 
Publications
Professor Pollis co-authored the forthcoming 
2009-10 edition of Baldwin’s Ohio 
Appellate Practice (Thomson/West) with 
Judge Mark P. Painter.
Presentations
Professor Pollis moderated a panel discussion 
entitled, “Trials and Tribulations: Ethical 
Dilemmas that Occur During Trial” at the 
ABA Section of Litigation Annual Conference 
in Atlanta, May 1, 2009.
Professor Pollis co-organized (with Professor 
Yuri Linetsky) and spoke at a concurrent 
session of the AALS Conference on Clinical 
Legal Education in Cleveland in May 2009, 
entitled “Impact Litigation or Impact 
Education: Striking the Right Balance in Law 
School Clinics.”
In June 2009 Professor Pollis gave a 
presentation on the status of statewide 
appellate certification to the Cleveland 
Metropolitan Bar Association Litigation Section.
Professor Pollis presented a lecture on 
appellate jurisdiction to the Ohio Court of 
Appeals Judges Association in June 2009.
Activities
Professor Pollis chairs the Cleveland 
Metropolitan Bar Association Appellate 
Courts Committee, which will present a 
day-long conference on advanced appellate 
topics, scheduled for October 22, 2009. Ohio 
Supreme Court Chief Justice Thomas Moyer 
will be featured as the luncheon speaker, and 
Professor Pollis will speak on recovery of costs 
on appeal.
►
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Professor Pollis was recently appointed 
counsel to the Appellate Rules Subcommittee 
of the Commission on Rules of Practice and 
Procedure in Ohio Courts, which is working 
to finalize a proposed appellate rule governing 
en banc proceedings for Ohio’s intermediate 
courts of appeals.
Professor Pollis serves as co-chair of the Ethics 
and Professionalism Committee of the ABA 
Section of Litigation.
Professor Pollis won a favorable decision from 
the Eighth Circuit in a civil rights case that he 
began litigating while an attorney at Hahn 
Loeser. The Eighth Circuit reversed a lower 
court’s dismissal of a civil suit that challenged 
a police officer’s arrest of Professor Pollis’ 
client. The police officer will now have to 
stand trial in Cleveland Heights.
CASSANDRA BURKE ROBERTSON
Assistant Professor of Low
Publications
“Judgment, Identity, and Independence,” 42 
Connecticut Law Review (forthcoming 2009).
AAATTHEW J. ROSSAAAN
Associate Professor of Law
Activities
During the 2008-2009 academic year, 
Professor Rossman and Professor Kermit Lind 
(Cleveland-Marshall College of Law), 
launched a monthly roundtable series for 
Cleveland area attorneys and law students 
interested in affordable housing and 
community development law. Roundtable 
topics for the past year included: recent 
changes to the federal low income housing tax 
credit, mortgage foreclosures, public nuisance 
lawsuits filed by a local commimity development 
group against Deutsche Bank and Wells 
Fargo, the new Cuyahoga County land bank 
and legal careers in community development.
Professor Rossman served on a planning 
group for a forum series organized by the 
Levin College of Urban Affairs at Cleveland 
State University. The series is entitled
“Building Our Future Beyond Foreclosure” 
and has brought together local leaders and 
residents from all sectors to focus on 
strategies, tactics and projects for moving 
Cleveland beyond the foreclosure crisis. The 
series commenced in Spring 2009 and will 
continue throughout the next year.
Professor Rossman co-authored (with 
third-year law student Mark Stansbury) an 
amicus curiae brief for City of Lima, Ohio v. 
State of Ohio, an Ohio Supreme Court case 
addressing the constitutionality of a state law 
prohibiting municipal employee residency 
requirements. Oral argument for the case was 
held on January 20, 2009.
MICHAEL R SCHARF
Professor of Law; Director of the 
Frederick K. Cox International Law 
Center; and Director of the Cox Center 
War Crimes Research Office
Professor Scharf has accepted an offer from 
Cambridge University Press to publish his 
most recent book. Shaping Foreign Policy 
IN Time of Crisis: The Role of 
International Law and the State 
Department Legal Adviser. The book, 
co-authored with Professor Paul Williams of 
American University Washington College of 
Law, examines the influence of international 
law in times of crisis.
Looking at the treatment of terrorist 
detainees, and other case studies, this book 
addresses the question of whether or not 
United States policy makers perceive 
international law as real law that is binding 
on the United States even in times of crisis. It 
answers the claim of some academics and 
United States government officials that 
international law is just a form of politics, 
which the United States is free to ignore when 
it is our interest to do so.
This book grew out of a series of meetings 
Scharf and Williams convened with all ten of 
the living State Department Legal Advisors, 
sponsored by a grant from the Carnegie 
Foundation. The Legal Advisers, who each
headed the 170-member State Department 
Office of Legal Adviser, covered the Carter 
Administration, the Reagan Administration, 
the Bush Sr. Administration, the Clinton 
Administration and the George W. Bush 
Administration.
Professors Scharf and Williams asked the 
Legal Advisers to discuss the role of 
international law in three crises that occurred 
during their tenure, and to specifically address 
whether they considered international law to 
be binding, whether they perceived 
international law as something that facilitated 
a solution, or whether they saw international 
law as something to be circumvented or 
ignored. All felt international law was in fact 
binding law, and in most cases they were able 
to convince policy makers to follow the law 
or at least avoid creating a precedent that 
would undermine it. Importantly, the book 
discloses for the first time several instances 
where policy makers were persuaded to forgo 
use of force in order to avoid violating 
international law.
Shaping Foreign Policy in Time of Crisis: 
The Role of International Law and the 
State Department Legal Adviser will 
provide qualitative empirical data that shows 
that for thirty years, the government officials 
that occupy the most important position in 
the U.S. government for interpreting and 
applying international law have considered 
international law as binding law. As the 
United States tries to regain its moral 
prominence in the world, this book is likely 
to play a role in the next administration’s 
approach to international law and foreign affairs.
Publications
“International Law in Crisis: A Qualitative 
Empirical Contribution to the Compliance 
Debate,” was published in the Cardozo Law 
Review September 2009.
Professor Scharf’s book. Shaping Foreign 
Policy in Time of Crisis: The Role of 
International Law and the State 
Department Legal Adviser, will be 
published by Cambridge University Press in 
December 2009.
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“No Way Out, The Question of Unilateral 
Withdrawals of Referrals to the ICC and 
Other Human Rights Courts,” 9 Chicago 
Journal of International Law 573-612 (2009).
“Aut Dedere Aut Judicare (Prosecute or 
Extradite),” Max Planck Encyclopedia of 
Public International Law (2009).
“Introductory Note to the International 
Criminal Courts Arrest Warrant for Omar A1 
Bashir,” 48 International Legal Materials (2009).
Presentations
Professor Scharf appeared on a panel about 
“Upcoming Trials of the Century,” at the 
Cleveland City Club, on March 17, 2009, 
which was broadcast nationally on C-SPAN 
on April 11, 12, 14, and 16, 2009.
Professor Scharf spoke at the American 
Society of International Law Annual Meeting 
(March 26, 2009); Washington University 
School of Law (April 14, 2009); University of 
Western Ontario School of Law (April 17, 
2009), and at Free University in The 
Netherlands (June 19, 2009).
Activities
Professor Scharf, along with former ICJ Judge 
Rosylyn Higgins and former State 
Department Legal Adviser William Taft, was 
elected Counselor of the American Society of 
International Law.
Professor Scharf was appointed Chair of the 
ABA’s International Legal Education 
Committee.
Media
Professor ScharPs work in Cambodia and 
Uganda was profiled in Eric Trickey, “Justice 
for All,” Cleveland Magazine, March 2009, at 
p. 20. He also appeared on National Public 
Radio’s “All Things Considered” on April 14, 
2009 and NPR’s “Morning Edition” on April 
16, 2009.
ROBERT STRASSFELD
Professor of Law; Associate Director of 
the Frederick K. Cox International Law 
Center; and Director of the Institute for 
Global Security Law and Policy
Publications
“Introduction: Corporations and Their 
Communities,” 58 Case Western Reserve 
University Law Review (forthcoming).
Presentations
“Is it Time for the United States to Be More 
Like Canada?” Canada-United States Law 
Institute Annual Conference, April 4, 2009 
(presentation on developments in labor law 
and the prospects for labor law reform, to be 
published in the Canada United States Law 
Journal).
“How the Cleveland Bar Became Segregated,” 
University of Toledo School of Law, Faculty 
Workshop Series, April 23, 2009.
“The Enemy Within: Terror in America — 
1776 to Today,” Solon, Ohio Public Library, 
June 30, 2009 (co-sponsored by the Friends 
of the Solon Library, and the Maltz Museum 
of Jewish Heritage).
WENDY WAGNER 
Professor of Law 
Publications
“The Clean Air Interstate Rule’s Regulatory 
Impact Analysis: Advocacy Dressed up as 
Policy Analysis,” in Richard Morganstern et al.. 
Reforming Regulatory Impact Analysis 
(Resources for the Future press 2009).
“Using Competition-Based Regulation to 
Bridge the Toxics Data Gap,” 83 Indiana Law 
Journal629 (2008) (symposium article), 
selected for reprint in the Environmental Law 
Institute’s Environmental Law and Policy 
Annual Review (2009).
Presentations
Professor Wagner gave a presentation at the 
University of Texas Law and Philosophy 
Colloquium (Septembet 2008).
Professor Wagner gave a presentation at the 
National Academies of Sciences Committee 
on Law and Science meeting. Woods Hole, 
MA (October 2008).
Professor Wagner gave a presentation at the 
Philosophy of Science/History of Science 
Annual Meeting, Pittsburgh (November 2008).
Professor Wagner gave a presentation at the 
Invitational Book Confetence on Civil Justice 
Reform, Albany Law School (November 2008).
Professor Wagner was the Capstone Speaker, 
Case School of Public Health (November 2008).
Professor Wagner gave a presentation at the 
Yale Alumni Association, Cleveland (February 
2009).
Activities
Professor Wagner serves on the BiPartisan 
Policy Center’s Science for Policy Project. The 
committee released an interim report in 
February 2009 (“Improving the Use of 
Science in Regulatory Policy”).
Professor Wagner was a participant at a 
roundtable at Northwestern University Law 
School on Environmental, Health, and Safety 
Risks of Emerging Technologies (April, 2009) 
and at a roundtable at Yale Law School on 
Professor Peter Gerhart’s manusctipt Torts 
AND Social Cohesion (Match 2009). ■
THE SCHOOL OF LAW HAS 
ADDED TWO NEW LL.M. 
PROGRAMS FOR GRADUATES 
OF FOREIGN LAW SCHOOLS 
Master of Laws in International 
Business - focuses on academic 
analysis and practical 
applications of United States 
business law as applied to 
international transactions.
Master of Laws in Intellectual 
Property - focuses on the 
doctrine and policy of United 
States intellectual property law, 
including patents, trademarks, 
copyrights and trade secrets. For 
more information contact 
Adria Sankovic at (216) 368.2083 
or adria.sankovic@case.edu
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School of Law Legacy Passed 
Down Through the Generations
W
hen Suzanne Kleinsmith Saganich graduated 
from the School of Law in 1986 she knew that 
with hard work she could accomplish anything. Currently 
a partner at Roetzel & Andress in Cleveland, Ohio, she 
credits the School of Law for her success.
“Case teaches you to think and to analyze situations and 
legal problems using creativity and cooperation with 
others. My practice depends on my ability to be creative, 
respond to market conditions, and work out solutions to 
problems. Case really helped develop my analytic skills and 
helped me to solve problems by thinking outside of the 
box. The professors forced us to think and made us 
appreciate that the process of finding the answer is just as 
important as the answer itself, stated Saganich.
Since graduating, Saganich continues to contribute to the 
School of Law by serving as the Annual Fund Co-Chair 
and as a member of the Law Alumni Association Board. 
She encourages others to give back and stressed the 
importance of the Annual Fund. She explained how even 
when she was saddled with student loans, she always 
managed to give to the Annual Fund. Without a subsidy, 
some of us wouldn’t have been able to attend law school, 
said Saganich.
When asked how the School of Law helped her, “Case 
gave me more than I can ever give back, Saganich stated. 
“I didn’t feel lost as a student; I felt as if I mattered. 
Without professors and staff reaching out to pull me 
through, I don’t think I could have done it alone.
I
i
Jane Kleinsmith '09 with her aunt 
Suzanne Kleinsmith Saganich '86
L
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Samuel Colin Retry '09 
with his father Samuel 
Richard Retry, II '67 
ABOVE: Anjali AtuI 
Mehta '09 with her sister, 
Moushumi Brody '05
"My aunt Suzanne has been 
very active in my life for as long 
as I can remember, so I'm not 
surprised I ended up following 
a similar path as her."
—Jane Kleinsmith '09
She fondly remembers her favorite professor, now the Honorable 
Karen Nelson Moore. “Professor Moore paved the way for many 
women in the profession. She was fair, kind, enthusiastic and inspired 
many of us. She is brilliant, but as a professor was able to teach her classes 
to young students without intimidation.”
She felt even more pride for her alma mater at the 2009 
Commencement ceremony when her niece, Jane Kleinsmith, who was 
born when she was a second-year law student, graduated from the 
School of Law.
Kleinsmith remembers always wanting to become a lawyer, “My aunt 
Suzanne has been very active in my life for as long as I can remember, 
so I’m not surprised I ended up following a similar path as her.”
Currently working at a domestic telations firm, Kleinsmith is looking 
forward to working with great attorneys and to developing the skills 
she leatned in law school. She fondly remembers the faculty, “I had a 
lot of professors I really enjoyed. In fact, most of my professors have 
always been generous with their time and insight and have always been 
willing to help in any way they can.”
Kleinsmith was not the only Legacy graduate at the 2009 cetemony. 
Anjali Atul Mehta celebrated with her sister, Moushumi Brody ’05, 
and remembered the moment when she was accepted fot admission 
into the School of Law, “My sister and I were on a trip with our 
friends, also School of Law alumnae, when I received a call from the 
Admissions Office congratulating me on my admission. I hugged my 
sister and her fellow alumnae. It was a dream come true to follow in 
my sistet’s footsteps and I am so honored to have been afforded the 
opportunity to follow her through Case Western Reserve University 
School of Law.”
These students said good bye to the School of Law but were welcomed 
by their relatives into the growing group of alumni. ■
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The School of Law congratulates these and all of 
our graduates and wishes them much success as 
they work to become leaders in the legal field.
light tornational justice
RECENT GRADUATES SHARE THEIR 
PASSION FOR INTERNATIONAL LAW
T
hree years ago Niki Dasarathy and Margaux Day came to the 
School of Law because of its international law program and the 
Frederick K. Cox International Law Center. Both found the 
externship opportunities to be unique and wanted the opportunity to 
work abroad.
“The Cox Center War Crimes Research Office was the initial 
attraction, especially Professor Scharf and the fact that there were so 
many internships and working opportunities one could pursue abroad, 
aside from ‘studying abroad’,” stated Dasarathy.
Dasarathy spent her first summer with the International Trade Centre 
in Geneva, Switzerland while Day worked with the International Bar 
Association in London.
Both were a part of the 2008 Jessup International Moot Court world 
championship team which Day said, “was the most valuable 
experience 1 had. Being a member of the Jessup International Moot 
Court team for three years was one of my favorite experiences during 
law school.”
Last year. Day and Dasarathy received externship opportunities in 
Cambodia where they spent five months in the co-prosecutors office at 
the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia and assisted 
in the prosecution of five former leaders of the Khmer Rouge.
“My externship in Cambodia, being treasurer of the Intetnational Law 
Society and writing my note through the Joutnal of International Law 
were all memorable experiences that I will always treasure,” said 
Dasarathy.
After graduation. Day began clerking for Federal District Judge, the 
Honorable Judge Solomon Oliver, Jr. in Cleveland, Ohio and stated 
her future goals, “include clerking for a judge in another country and 
working as an international public law consultant for a non­
governmental organization.”
Dasarathy moved back to Cambodia to assist the Tribunal through 
legal research and writing, and is working to suppott the prosecution 
and the victims of the Khmer Rouge. ■
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I
Alumni Spotlight
Alan Riedel '55 credits his philanthropic nature to the support 
he received as a student. To this native of Bellaire, Ohio, giving 
back is a moral duty that he is thankful to be able to fulfill.
►
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“Case Western Reserve Universiry helped me 
rremendously and gave me the opportunity 
to become successful,” Riedel says. “I’m very 
grateful.”
Riedel, whose parents’ formal education 
ended after eighth grade, was able to attend 
the School of Law because of the scholarship 
support he received. Over the years, Riedel 
and his wife. Ruby, have returned the favor 
by offering significanr scholarship support to 
law students through the Ruby and Alan E. 
Riedel Endowment.
The couple’s legacy of support began soon 
after his graduation from the School of Law 
when he was a member of the School’s
"Scholarships gave 
me the opportunity 
to do what I have 
done professionally. 
I want students in 




“We feel strongly that giving back takes 
many forms,” Riedel says, noting that the 
foundation also supports church activities 
and junior achievement initiatives. “We feel 
an obligation to support worthwhile 
organizations like Case Western Reserve.
Riedel has lived in Houston since the 
company relocated from Mount Vernon, 
Ohio, in 1967 and looks back fondly on his 
days at the School of Law. He reminisces of 
card games with old friends; of his part-time 
jobs as a gas station attendant and later as a 
clerk at a downtown law office, where he gor 
his first taste of law; and of his wedding to
fundraising board. Riedel and his fellow group members decided that, 
rather than feeding the endowment, they would set up a yearly 
fundraising drive - thus creating the School of Law Annual Fund.
Ruby, which came shortly after his first year 
of law school, just weeks after her
graduation from Ohio University - their undergraduate alma mater 
where they met and realized their shared philanthropic ideals. ■
by Melissa Evans
Riedel is a reriree from a 34-year career at Cooper Industries, formerly 
Cooper-Bessemer Corporation, where he served in various roles. 
Having started out as a general attorney who handled labor 
negotiations, he retired in 1994 as vice chairman. He currently 
serves as president of the Alan and Ruby Riedel Foundation.
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Dedication to 
helping others
Two alumnae work to help the most vulnerable populations
"MY FATHER WAS A REFUGEE WHEN HE ARRIVED IN THE UNITED STATES, 
AND I WOULD NOT BE WHERE I AM TODAY IF IT WEREN'T FOR HIM, MY MOTHER 
AND THE VALUES THEY INSTILLED IN ME," STATED MELANIE SHAKARIAN '03.
Shakarian has always cared deeply about the well-being of the Cleveland community. She 
received a dual-degree from the School of Law and the Mandel School of Nonprofit 
Organizations. Currently the Director of Development at the Legal Aid Society of Cleveland,
Ohio, her legal practice interest is immigration issues — particularly refugees who recently 
arrived in the United States.
►
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“My job at Legal Aid is 
administrative - I don’t practice law 
anymore - but my legal background 
is helpful as I work with a variety of 
Northeast Ohio latvyers and funders 
on solutions to provide justice for all 
for the most vulnerable in our 
community, ” said Shakarian.
Legal Aid provides high-quality free 
legal assistance to low income clients in five Northeast Ohio counties 
and deters domestic violence, fights consumer fraud, protects the 
rights of children, protects the elderly and works to ensure access to 
justice for all.
“In my role as Director of Development, I manage all fundraising, 
public relations and marketing for the nonprofit law firm in its 
five-county footprint,” said Shakarian.
Also joining the Legal Aid Society of Cleveland is recent alumna Kari 
White ’09. Drawn to public interest her entire life, White holds a 
master’s degree in Human Rights and during law school was recognized 
as a Human Rights Watch Klatsky fellow.
White was one of only a handful selected nationwide to receive a 2009 
Equal Justice Worb Fellowship. Through this fellowship. White will 
focus on Domestic Violence and Immigrant Populations.
White spent months working with 
the Legal Aid Society to formulate 
the Immigrant Domestic Violence 
Project, which will provide direct 
representation to immigrant victims 
of domestic violence, educate local 
immigrant groups on the resources 
and protections available to them, 
and offer referrals to various support 
services.
LEFT: Melanie Shakarian '03 
RIGHT: Kari White '09
“Many immigrants — whether due to 
cultural differences, language barriers, or unfamiliarity with U.S. and 
Ohio legal systems - are not aware of the protections the legal system 
provides to protect them against domestic violence. The Project is 
designed to change that,” said White. “With dedication and hard 
work, I hope to turn this Project into one that continues well past the 
two-year fellowship and makes a significant difference in the lives of 
many individuals throughout northeast Ohio.”
When asked about the significance of worbng with a fellow alumna, 
Shakarian stated, “The Legal Aid Society of Cleveland is among the 
best public interest law firms in the United States - it is a competitive 
place to get a job. So, you can imagine my excitement when we hired 
Kari White, a fellow graduate of CWRU’s School of Law. It affirms for 
me the value of my legal education and CWRU s continued 
commitment to social justice training.” ■
“I became interested in immigration issues because I lived abroad for 
two and a half years and I also worked for an immigration judge here 
in Cleveland during my entire year as a 2L,” stated White.
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LECTURE SERIES
2009-2010
Unless otherwise noted, all lectures will be held at Case Western Reserve University School of Law
11075 East Boulevard. Cleveland. Ohio
10.7.09 [4:30-5;30PM]
Center for Law, Technology, 
and the Arts
Distinguished Lecture in Law, 
Technology, & the Arts 
"Making a Living, Creatively: The 
Role of Intellectual Property" 
Professor Robert R Merges,
Director, Berkeley Center for Law & 
Technology
University of California, Berkeley
10.15.09 [4:30-5:30PM]
Center for the Interdisciplinary Study 
of Conflict and Dispute Resolution 
(CISCDR) Distinguished Scholar in 
Residence Lecture
"Winning Others Over; How to Sell 
Your Ideas One Person at a Time"
G. Richard Shell 
Thomas Gerrity, Professor of 
Legal Studies & Business Ethics & 
Management
Wharton School of Management, 
University of Pennsylvania
10.23.09 [8:30AM - 5:30PM] 
Institute for Global Security Law and 
Policy Symposium 
"Somebody's Watching Me: 




Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr. Scholar-in- 
Residence Lecture 
Ezekiel Emanuel, M.D.
National Institutes of Health & 
Obama health care reform team
11.12.09 [4:30-5:30 PM]
Center for Law, Technology, and the 
Arts Symposium Lecture 
Professor Daniel Gervais 
Vanderbilt Law School
11.13.09 [8:30 AM-4:30 PM]
Law, Technology, and the Arts 
Symposium
"Signifiers in Cyberspace: Domain 
Names and Online Trademarks" 
Cosponsored by the Center for Law, 
Technology & the Arts, Cyberspace 
Law and Policy Office, Frederick K. 
Cox International Law Center, and 
CISCDR
11.19.09 [5-6 PM]
CISCDR presents the Rush McKnight 
Labor Law Lecture
"Mandatory Employment Arbitration: 
Keeping It Fair, Keeping It Lawful" 
Theodore J. St. Antoine 
Degan Professor Emeritus, University 
of Michigan
4.5.10 [4:30-5:30 PM]
Center for Business Law & 
Regulation
Norman A. Sugarman Tax Scholar- 
in-Residence Lecture 




Canada-United States Law Institute 
Conference
"Convergence or Divergence? 
Regulatory Harmonization and the 
Canada-United States Relationship"
More events will be added to 
the schedule and programs are 
subject to change. For the most 
up-to-date information and 
CLE fees for the 2009-2010 
lectures and symposia, visit 
law.case.edu/lectures
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ALUMNI CLASS NOTES
1950
Robert J. Murphy 
has become certified 
as LEED AP in new 




50 Years! This is your 
year to celebrate with 
fellow classmates. 




Downs was featured 
in the Sun Journal on 
April 27, 2009. To 
read the complete 











Lawyer of the Year” 
for 2009.
1975 ..............
Donald S. Scherzer 
was selected as a 
2009 “Ohio Super 
Lawyer” by Law & 
Politics Magazine, 
Northern Ohio Live 
Magazine, and 
Cincinnati Magazine.
Peter H. Weinberger 
was selected as a 
2009 “Ohio Super 
Lawyer” by Northern 
Ohio Live Magazine, 
and earned scores 
that placed him on 
both the top 100 
Super Lawyers and 
the top 50 Cleveland 
Super Lawyers lists.
1977 ..............
John E Sopko joined 
the international law 
firm, Akin Gump 
Strauss Hauer &
Feld LLP, as Partner 
in the firm’s 
Washington, D.G. 
office.
Alumni & Homecoming Weekend
OCTOBER 23, 2009
All Alumni Cocktail Party • Barristers Golden Circle Dinner (Classes of 1959 and earlier)
1991
Winston M. Ford 
was appointed to the 
position of Deputy 
Inspector General to 
oversee funds received 




D. Russell Hood was 
appointed as Vice 
President and 





Theresa A. Weinberg 
was appointed to the 
position of Partner- 




& Reis Co., L.P.A. in 
the firm’s Cleveland 
office.
Alumni & Homecoming Weekend
OCTOBER 24, 2009
Cocktail Receptions for Classes of 1959, 1984 and 1999
1993
Michael A. Benoit 
was elected to 
become a Fellow of 
the American 
College of Consumer 
Financial Services 
Lawyers. He is 
currently a partner at 
Hudson Cook LLP 
in the firm’s 
Washington, D.C. 
office.
2005 .............. 2007 .............. 2008 ..............
Aaron M. Walker Leia Chicoine was a Gregory Doggett
was selected as a co-author in the oversees government
2009 “Ohio Rising 2009 edition of the and board affairs for
Star” by Law & Health Law and two partner
Politics Magazine, Compliance nonprofit
Northern Ohio Live Update (Aspen organizations in the
Magazine, , Publishers, health care sector;











elected to serve a 
one-year term as 
Vice-Chair and 
Director of the 
U.S.-Mexico Bar 
Association.
Robert R. Simpson 
was recognized with 
a “Community 
Service Award” from 
the Urban League of 
Greater Hartford.
Jennifer M. Novotny 
joined the firm 
Cohen &L Grigsby as 









John W. Becker was 
selected as a 2009 
“Ohio Rising Star” 
hy Law & Politics 
Magazine, Northern 









Philippe was selected 
as a Young Global 
Leader in 2009 by 





Jurist Ltd., with his 
brother, Bancha Dej 
Udom LL.M. ’96.
Jittima Srithaporn 
joined the Office of 
Thai Commercial 
Affairs, Royal 
Embassy of Thailand 
in Washington, D.C. 
She previously 
worked in the Thai




Larry A. Jones serves 
on Ohio’s Eighth 
District Court of 
Appeals and presided 
over a session on 
February 19, 2009 
that marked the first 
time in the history of 
Ohio’s courts that an 
all-African American 
panel of judges 
served together in an 
appellate hearing.
1980 .............. 1981 .............. Jeffrey J. Casto was Michelle B. Creger
selected as a 2009 joined Associated
David A. Kutik was James O. Castagnera “Ohio Super Lawyer” Estates Realty
honored by the ABA was featured in ihe by Law & Politics Corporation in the
for “exceptional Rider News on March Magazine, Northern newly created
service” in creating 6, 2009. To read the Ohio Live Magazine, position of Vice
and expanding pro complete article visit: and Cincinnati President, Associate
bono programs. http: //comm. rider. Magazine. General Counsel.
Carl D. Zoba joined 
Gap Inc. as Senior









Jeffrey A. Baddeley 
joined Ulmer & 
Berne LLP in the 
firm’s Cleveland 
office.
R. Mark Jones was 
selected as a 2009 
“Ohio Super Lawyer” 
by Law & Politics 
Magazine, Northern 




Joseph G. Foster was 
named Partner at 
Porter Wright Morris 
& Arthur.
1999
Terrence H. Link, II 
was selected as a 
2009 “Ohio Rising 
Star” by Law & 
Politics Magazine, 






named a 2008 
“Wisconsin Rising 
Star” by Law & 
Politics Magazine and 
Milwaukee Magazine.
David M. Lewis was 
named Partner at 
Porter Wright Morris 
& Arthur.
Alumni & Faculty Luncheon
NOVEMBER 20, 2009
2001 ............... Jerome G. Wyss was 
selected as a 2009
R. Christopher “Ohio Rising Star”
Salata was promoted by Law & Politics
to Senior Legal Magazine, Northern
Counsel at Ohio Live Magazine,
Developers and Cincinnati
Diversified Realty 
Corporation. He was 
also selected as an 
“Ohio Rising Star” 
in the 2009 issue of 




Charlie W. Fields 
recently accepted the 
position of General 
Counsel for Gorman 
Health Group in 
Washington, D.C.
Gina M. LaPlante 
was quoted in The 
Plain Dealer on 
February 7, 2009. To 
read the complete 









James Mitchell is IP/ 
Legal Counsel at 
INEOS
Technologies, a part 
of INEOS Europe 









Jurist Ltd., with his 
brother, Nirut Dej 
Udom LL.M. ’94.
Sasirat Chalrat is a 
Judge of the Supreme 
Court of Thailand.
Dr. Yusuf Caliskan 
was recently 
promoted to 
Associate Professor of 
Law at Kocaeli 
University School of 
Law and also serves 
as Vice Dean of the 
Law School.
Carla Saliba 
relocated to Dubai 
from Lebanon and 
works for the A1 
Tamimi law firm.
Chansin
Tangburanakij is an 
Intellectual Property 






Secretary to the 
Board of Directors of 




The Career Services Office is always looking for alumni who are Interested in participating in career-related events 
including Practice Area Panel Discussions, Brown Bag Lunches, Networking Receptions, and Mock Interview Saturday. 
Even if you’re not practicing in Cleveland, we invite you to become a networking contact for students or ^participate 
in a lunchtime panel via conference call. The advice you share is invaluable. Contact the Career Services Office at 
lawjobs@case.edu or (216) 368-6353.
ALUMNI CLASS NOTES
JohnJ. McConnell, 
Jr. was nominated by 
President Obama to 
the U.S. District 
Court fot the district 
of Rhode Island.
Raymond C. Pierce 
was featured in The 
National Law Journal 
on March 2, 2009.








Richard S. Mitchell 
was selected as a 
2009 “Ohio Super 
Lawyer” by Law & 
Politics Magazine, 




Matthew E Kadish 
was honored with 
admission as a Fellow 
into the American 





appointed to the 
position of General 
Counsel and Senior 
Vice President of 
Human Resources at 
Agilysys, Inc.
Send recent accomplishments 






President Obama to 
be Chief of Protocol 
with the rank of 
Ambassador, 








Robert B. _ 
Graziano was T 
selected as a 2009 
“Ohio Super 








James P. Myers was 
selected as a 2009 
“Ohio Rising Star” 
by Law & Politics 
Magazine, Northern 




John Lucci joined 
Hahn Loeser &
Parks LLP as an 
Associate in the firm’s 
Cleveland office.
2004
Hugh S. Kinast was 
selected as a 2009 
“Ohio Rising Star” 
by Law & Politics 
Magazine, Northern 









Alumni & Faculty 
Luncheon
Ellen Vancleave 
Klem authored a 
report for the AARP 
titled, “Power of 
Attorney Abuse: 
What States Can Do 
About It.” She works 
for the American Bar 
Association 
Commission on Law 
and Aging in 
Washington, D.C.
Tammi J. Lees was 
selected as a 2009 
“Ohio Rising Star” 
by Law & Politics 
Magazine, Northern 






Claims to Genetic 
Sequences: Finding 
the Middle Ground” 
published in Santa 
Clara Computer and 
Pligh Technology Ixiw
Journal, Vol. 26, 
No. 1, Fall 2009.








is a Partner in the 
law firm of Zaid 
Ibrahim & Co Ltd. 
in Thailand.
Siriyot Pronanunt 
recently joined the 
Legal Department of 
Ayudhya Pic., the 
5 th largest bank in 
Thailand, as Vice 
President.
Somprasong Panjalak 
is a Partner in the 
law firm of Baker 






Krissanasak lawyer for the Kamornwan Assistant Manager
Treechantapagorn Bangkok Steel Chinthammit is for the Legal
works as QC Industry Public Corporate Department of
Manager at Company Limited. Compliance Officer Prudential Life
Advantage Biometric of the Ksigroup Assurance (Thailand)
Group. Dome Padungchewit 
is with White &






2001 ............... Sejal Shah works as Tang is with the law firm of Clifford
Kai Bitter is in the legal advisor for a heads the legal Chance in New York
corporate
U.S. based company. department of Pt. City.
department of Frost D. E. Shaw India Karyamegah
Brown Todd LLC in Software Private, in Adijaya-Aora TV in Yifei Ivy Wu works
Cincinnati and is the 
head of their
German Desk.
Hyderabad, India. Indonesia. for Micron China as 




received his Ph.D. 
from Newcastle 




Rights of Disabled 
Person and 
Discrimination” 
and his thesis has 
been recommended 
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Convention for the 
Protection of Rights 
of Disabled Person.
Maaria Ashraf is 
working for the 
Hatim S. Zu’bi & 
Partners law firm in 
Namana, Bahrain
Kittihorn Bunyakiat 
is with the Baker & 
McKenzie law firm 
in Bangkok.
ALUMNI CL ASS N OTES
i Xuan Maggie Lu Suzana Dixon is Nazirbek Nazirov 2005 .............. Menghui Christina
i works in the law with Litigation works as a patent Alyne Mariaria Lin works in the
'< offices of Elaine Management Inc. in attorney for Patents, Cistone teaches Intellectual Property
'• Chang & Associates Cleveland, Ohio. Designs, Trademarks, International Law at & Legal Division of
1 in Washington, D.C. Geographical Ursuline College in Chi Mei
Indications, Republic Pepper Pike, Ohio. Optoelectornics
: 2004 .............. Representative for
ofTajikistan. Corp. in Taiwan.
the GE Energy - Edyta Zydorek 2006 ..............
; Silja Bornschlegl has Reuter Stokes and recently started her
; returned to Germany also acts as HR own practice, Chaiwat
; and is with Evonik Manager for the Zydorek Law Office, Keratisuthisathorn is
1 Industries AG, Supply Chain LLG, concentrating with the law firm of
; working in the Management in international Tilleke & Gibbins in
; Gompliance and division in business with a focus Bangkok.
; Gorporate Twinsburg, Ohio. in China.
; Governance
I department.





Education and was 
recently named as 
one of the top 40 






Wasuwanich is with 
the law firm of 
Tilleke & Gibbins in 
Phukhet, Thailand.
2008 ..............
Jordane Fura is an 
associate with the 
law firm of Yormick 
& Associates. She is a 
founding member of 
the Cleveland French 
Chamber of 
Commerce and an 




Section. Jordane has 
published several 
articles in the 
American Society of 
International Law.
Praewpan Laipanya 
is a law instructor at 
the Rakhamhaeng 
Law School in 
Bangkok.
Thanasorn 
Sutthibodee is a law 








Co., Ltd. in 
Bangkok, Thailand.
Siegfried Zachhuber 
is with the law firm 
DLA Piper in 
Vienna, Austria. ■
GIFT ANNOUNCEMENTS
SCHOOL OF LAW RECEIVES $50,000 ANNUAL FUND GIFT 
School of Law alumnus Eliot R Green '83 played an integral role in a 
$50,000 Annual Fund gift made through the Y.C. Ho/Helen and 
Michael Chiang Foundation. This gift comes less than a year after the 
establishment of The Eliot R Green Endowment Fund, which pledged 
$1 million to benefit students devoted to public interest work. This 
significant contribution will have immediate impacts on the success of 
current and future School of Law students, as well as enriching our 
academic environment. The School of Law family is deeply grateful 
for this momentous gift from the Y.C. Ho/Helen and Michael Chiang 
Foundation and for Eliot Green's continued dedication and support to 
this law school. ■
FORMER EMPLOYEE DONATES GIFT OF RESIDENCE 
We are pleased to report a gift of residence received from Carolyn 
Patricia Ferry, a long-time employee and supporter of the School of 
Law. Ms. Ferry's generosity over many years has been transformative 
to our law school, and we express deep gratitude to her for this 
in-kind gift. Valued at $125,000, the gift was made through the Ferry 
Family Foundation. Once the property is sold, net sale proceeds will 
be used for scholarships. Through significant gifts such as this one, 
we are able to extend to our students, to our faculty, and to our 
programs the support that is so essential to the success of the school. 
We express to Ms. Ferry our deep appreciation for her continuing 
generosity. ■
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Law Alumni Association Board
PRESIDENT






Andrew A. Zashin '93
Partner




Paul A. Marcela '81 
Associate General Counsel 
& Assistant Secretary 
Dow Corning Corporation 
Midland, MI
SECRETARY 






Melanie A. Shakarian '03 
Direcror of Developmenr 
Legal Aid Society of Cleveland 
Cleveland, OH
ANNUAL FUND CO- 
CHAIRS
David A. Robertson '86 
Managing Director 






Roetzel & Andress 
Cleveland, OH
PAST PRESIDENT
Gerald M. Jackson '71 
Senior Partner 




Sara Busch '06 
Associate
Fulbright and Jaworski LLP 
San Antonio, TX
Joseph D. Carney '77 
Managing Partner 
Joseph D. Carney & 
Associares, LLC 
Wesrlake, OH
Gerald B. Chattman '67
Partner/Shareholder 
Buckingham, Doolittle & 
Burroughs, LLP 
Cleveland, OH




Dana Renee Ewing '00 
Legal Counsel 
HCR Manor Care, Inc. 
Toledo, OH
Rebecca M. Gerson '92
Attorney
Attorney R.M. Gerson 
Youngstown, OH
Joan M. Gross '76
Partner
Hahn Loeser & Parks LLP 
Cleveland, OH
Jonathan J. Hunt '00 
Associate 
McKenna Long & 
Aldridge LLP 
Arlanta, GA
Rita A. Maimbourg '81
Parmer
Tucker Ellis & West LLP 
Cleveland, OH
Carmina Mares '01 
Attorney 
Cleveland, OH
Milton A. Marquis '84
Parmer
Dickstein Shapiro LLP 
Washington, DC
Susan K. McIntosh '96 
Senior Associate 




Vice President & General 
Counsel






Tucker Ellis & West LLP 
Cleveland, OH
Christian A. Natiello '00 
U.S. Attorney 
U.S. Artorney’s Office 
Washington, DC




Michael A. Spielman '95 
Senior Manager 
Ernst & Young 
Cleveland, OH
Amy Cheatham Tye '96
Staff Attorney
Eighth District Court of
Appeals
Cleveland, OH
Marshall J. Wolf '67 
Partner 
Wolf & Akers 
Cleveland, OH
Alan E. Yanowitz '85
Parmer




DONATIONS FOR THE ANNUAL FUND
BY DONATING TO THE SCHOOL OF LAW ANNUAL FUND YOU WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN A STUDENT'S 
LIFE. REFLECT ON THE VALUE OF YOUR OWN EDUCATION AND THE DIFFERENCE YOUR SUPPORT CAN 
MAKE. EVERY AMOUNT COUNTS. MAKE A GIFT TODAY TO SUPPORT YOUR LAW SCHOOL AND OUR 
FUTURE ALUMNI. VISIT GIVING.CASE.EDU OR MAIL CHECKS MADE PAYABLE TO CWRU TO THE OFFICE OF 
DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS. 11075 EAST BLVD., CLEVELAND, OH 44106.
Deans Visiting Committee
GEORGE N. ARONOFF ('58)
Senior Partner, Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan & 
AronofF LLP 
Cleveland, OH
LAURA JULIUS AVERY ('97)
Managing Parmer, Reminger & Reminger Co., LPA 
Toledo, OH
BRENT D. BALLARD ('85)*
Managing Panner, Calfee, Halter & Griswold LLP 
Cleveland, OH
KATHERINE D. BRANDT ('89)
Thompson Hine LLP 
New York, NY
GARY L. BRYENTON ('65)
Senior Partner, Baker & Hostetler LLP 
Cleveland, OH
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Partner, Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
Los Angeles, CA
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Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
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Cleveland, OH
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General Counsel, DeBartolo Corporation 
Cleveland, OH
GERALD M. JACKSON ('71)*
Jackson Legal Services, LLC 
Beachwood, OH
ROBERT DAVID KATZ ('80)
Senior Partner, Cooper & Dunham, LLP 
New York, NY
JAMES F. KOEHLER ('73)*
Visiting Committee Vice Chair
Spieth, Bell, McCurdy& Newell Co., LPA 
Cleveland, OH
NEIL JAMES KOZOKOFF ('81)
President, Parkland Corporation 
West Palm Beach, FL
WILLIAM B. LAWRENCE ('70)
Gates Mills, OH
ROBERT F. LINTON, JR. ('84)
Linton & Hirschman 
Gleveland, OH
PAUL ROBERT LOVEJOY ('81)*
Visiting Committee Vice Chair
Senior Vice President, United Airlines 
Chicago, IL
JOHN MICHAEL AAAJORAS ('86)
Partner, Jones Day 
Washington, DC
GEORGE AAAJOROS ('86)
President and Chief Operating Officer, 
Wasserstein & Co, L.R 
New York, NY
THOMAS F. McKEE ('75)
Partner, Calfee, Halter & Griswold LLP 
Cleveland, OH
HON. KAREN NELSON MOORE*
Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit 
Cleveland, OH
HON. KATHLEEN M. O'AAALLEY ('82)
United States District Coutt Northern,
District of Ohio 
Cleveland, OH
GERALYN MARIE PRESTI ('88)*
Senior Vice President, General Counsel 
Forest City Enterprises, Inc.
Cleveland, OH
GEORGE A. RAMONAS ('75)
The Advocacy Group 
Washington, DC
HAROLD "KIP" READER ('74)*
Managing Partner, Ulmer & Berne LLP 
Cleveland, OH
HEWITT B. SHAW ('80)*
Managing Partner, Baker Hostetler 
Cleveland, OH




Partner, Weston Hurd LLP 
Gleveland, OH
RALPH SHELDON TYLER ('75)
President & Ghief Operating Officer 
Ralph G. Tyler P.E., P.S., Inc.
Cleveland, OH
RICHARD H. VERHEIJ ('83)
Former Executive Vice President 
and General Gounsel, UST, Inc.
Darien, CT
DAVID SIMON WEIL, JR. ('70)
Vice President, International 
Northrop Grumman Corporation 
Los Angeles, CA
WILLIAM N. WEST ('67)
Partner, Colliers International 
Cleveland, OH
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AAARGARET L. WOLFF ('79)
Partner, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 
New York, NY
* Executive Committee Members
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7In Memoriam
The Passing of Professor Henry T. King, Jr. an International Law Icon
Henry T. King, Jr., Case Western Reserve University School of Law 
Professor and Chair of the Canada-United States Law Institute, died 
May 9, 2009 at the age of 89. Professor King’s illustrious career 
included serving as the youngest Nuremberg war crimes prosecutor, 
general counsel of international development (now USAID) during 
the Eisenhower administration, and working as 
a chief corporate international counsel for more 
than twenty years with TRW Inc. Professor King 
was of counsel at Squire, Sanders & Dempsey 
LLP as well as the Honorary Consul General of 
the Government of Canada to Northeast Ohio.
He was a valued member of the School of Law 
faculty for over thirty years and made significant 
contributions to the growth of the international 
law program. He taught international business 
and international arbitration, both favorites of 
law students.
Through the conferences he organized for more
than two decades as Chair of the Canada-United
States Law Institute, he played an integral role
in facilitating the drafting and negotiation of the
North American Free Trade Agreement. In 1998, King and two other
surviving former Nuremberg prosecutors participated in the Rome
diplomatic conference to create a permanent International Criminal
Court and convinced the delegates to include the crime of aggression
in the court statute.
A former chairman of the American Bar Association’s Section of 
International Law and Practice, he served on the ABA’s special task 
force on war crimes in the former Yugoslavia and as the U.S. chairman 
of a joint working group, organized by the American, Canadian, and 
Mexican bar associations, on the settlement of international disputes.
The U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Special Investigations and 
University President Barbara Snyder, among others, paid tribute to 
Professor Bang’s work as a prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials and his 
later role in the creation of the International Criminal Court at an 
October 2008 event honoring his 65 years of public service.
The School of Law held a special service on May 31, 2009 in the 
Amasa Stone Chapel honoring Professor Bang’s significant 
contributions to the School and to the field of international law. ■
His illustrious career included 
serving as a Nuremberg war 
crimes prosecutor and as 
general counsel of 
international development 
during the Eisenhower 
administration.
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In Memoriam includes names of deceased 
alumni forwarded to Case Western Reserve 
University School of Law in recent months.
Howard Scott Beder ’83
Joseph A. Britton ’48, ’50
Joseph Gino Discenza ’87
Robert Michael Dunn ’81
Norman L. Epstein ’34
Thomas J. Italiano ’49, ’52
Ralph D. Kovanda ’50
Steve Kristofsky, Jr. ’48, ’52
Kevin Snow Lister ’66
William Marocco ’66, ’69
Leah Camille McCollough ’96, ’96, ’96
Hon. Glen B. Morgan ’51, ’54
Paul C. Morrison ’64
Michael R. Oker ’71
Everett A. Petronio, Sr. ’65
John Joseph Raymond ’37
Roger R. Roth ’62, ’65
Ronald M. Rubenstein ’57
John Smerritt, Jr. ’54
Lt. Col. Daryle Stuckey ’47, ’49
Joseph A. Szabo ’58, ’61
George Albro Warp ’35, ’39, ’41
David Blakeslee Webster ’89
Arthur T. Wincek ’49
Ralph D. Kovanda ’50
Hon. Glen B. Morgan ’54
Joseph A. Szabo ’61
Kevin Snow Lister ’66
David B. Webster ’89
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